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COMMENDATIONS

The following Assistant United States Attorneys have been commended

Michael Arkfeld District of Mary Butler Florida Southern

Arizona by Gregory Ferris District by Marcella Cohen
District Counsel Veterans Ad- Chief Attorney Federal Obscen
ministration Phoenix for his ity Task Force Criminal Divi
excellent representation on be- sion Department of Justice
half of the Veterans Adininis- Miami for her participation in

tration in civil case the prosecution of child por
xography case

Jerry Atencio District of

Colorado by Thomas Scarlett Steven Cahykin and Kenneth
Chief Counsel Food and Drug Noto Florida Southern Dis
Division Department of Health trict by William Wells
and Human Services Rockville Special Agent in Charge FBI
Maryland and John Fleder for their outstanding contri
Director Office of Consumer bution to the Moot Court train-

Litigation Department of Jus- ing session held at the South-
tice Washington D.C for east Institute of Criminal Jus
his outstanding representation tice in Miami
of the Food and Drug Adminis
tration in mass seizure case Robert Ciaffa Florida South-

Also by Patrick Currier em District by Thomas

Counsel Department of Energy Cash Special Agent in Charge
Rocky Flats Area Office Gol- DEA Miami for his success in

den Colorado for his special obtaining conviction in

efforts in obtaining dismissal case involving use of firearm

of civil case against federal officer

James Brunson Michigan Eas- David DeXaio Florida Southern

tern District by Bobby Ann District by Thomas Cash
Robinson Ph.D Executive Dir- Special Agent in Charge DEA
ector Saginaw-Bay Substance Miami for his leadership in

Abuse Services Commission cooperation with DEA agents in

Saginaw for his outstanding undercover drug investigations
presentation on Substance and conspiracy prosecutions
Abuse and the Law at drug
abuse workshop

Richard Dennis District of

Kent Brunson Alabama Mid- Kentucky by Anthony Belar
die District by Paul Felt- District Counsel Veterans Ad
man Postal Inspector Mobile ministration Louisville for
for his successful prosecution his outstanding representation
of mail fraud violation case in complex civil case
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Frank Donaldson U.S Attorney Bruce Hinshelwood Florida
Alabama Northern District Middle District by Michael
by William Sessions Director Murphy Special Agent in
FBI and Melvin Bailey Sher- Charge U.S Secret Service
if Jefferson County Birm- Orlando for his outstanding
ingham for his strong leader- performance in the prosecution
ship in the fight against major of credit card fraud case
drug traffickers

.7

Clifford Johnson Indiana
Gerald Frank District of Northern District by Sharla
Arizona by Rossie Turman Cerra Attorney Claims Divi
Jr Supervising U.S Proba sion U.S Postal Service
tion/Training Officer U.S Washington D.C for his ex
District Court Phoenix for cellent representation on be-
his participation in District half of the Postal Service in
Conference held in Sunrise the preparation of slip and
Arizona fall case

Arthur Garcia District of Dell Littrell Kentucky Eas
Arizona by Gregory Ferris tern District by Stephen
District Counsel Veterans Ad- Smith District Counsel De
ministration Phoenix for his partinent of the Army Corps of
excellent representation on be- Engineers Louisville for her
half of the Veterans Adminis- outstanding representation on
tration in civil case behalf of the Corps.. of Engi

neers in an accident case

Robert Godbey District of Bruce Lowe Florida Southern
Hawaii by Paul Thomson District by William Hen-
Jr Deputy Assistant Adminis- dricks III Chief Fraud Sec
trator Environmental Protec- tion Criminal Division De
tion Agency Washington D.C partment of Justice Washing-
for the success of the first ton D.C for his presenta
environmental case to be crimi- tion on the Fast Track System
nally prosecuted in Hawaii for small bank fraud cases at

recent Interagency Bank Fraud
Working Group

Patrick Hansen Indiana
Northern District by Captain Myles Malman and Lee Bentley
Bruce Stewart Detective Florida Southern District
Bureau Department of Police by William Wells Special
Whiting Indiana for his Agent in Charge FBI Miami
professionalism and expertise for their successful prosecu
in the prosecution of major tion of complex narcotics
criminal case case
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Janice Kittel Mann Michigan John OSullivan Florida
Western District by Harry Southern District by Patrick

Gerdy Regional Counsel Gen- OBrien Special Agent in
eral Services Administration Charge U.S Customs Service
Chicago for her outstanding Miami for his outstanding
representation in complex performance in the prosecution
debt collection case. of drug smuggling case

Kevin Mclnerney California John Paniszczyn Texas Wes
Southern District by Wayne tern District by Col Edwin

McEwan Chief Criminal Inves- Hornbrook Chief Claims and

tigation Division Department Tort Litigation Staff U.S Air

oftheTreasury Laguna Niguel Force Washington D.C for

for his excellent presentation his successful defense of -a

at Professional Education medical malpractice case
Seminar for Special Agents held
in San.Diego Richard Poole Florida Middle

District was awarded Certi
Mark Miller Michigan Eas- ficate of Appreciation from
tern District by C.W Wilson Richard Abell Assistant
Postal Inspector in Charge and Attorney General Office of

William Coonce Special Agent Justice Programs and Jane Nady
in Charge Drug Enforcement Ad- Burnley Director Office for

ministration Detroit for his Victims of Crime Department of

outstanding contributions in Justice Washington D.C for

drug law enforcement his outstanding dedication
service and advocacy on behalf

Jean Ilullenhoff Florida of crime victims
Southern District by Patrick
OBrien Special Agent -in Solomon Robinson Califor
Charge U.S Customs Service nia Eastern District by Col
Miami for her skill and exper- Edwin Hornbrook Chief Claims
tise in the prosecution of and Tort Litigation Staff Of
coffee.smuggling conspiracy ice of theJudge Advocate Gen

eral U.S Air Force Washing-

Raymond Nowak -Texas Wes ton D.C. for- his successful

tern District by Col Edwin prosecution of civil case in

Hornbrook Chief Claims and cooperation with Travis Air

Tort Litigation Staff Office Force Base
of the Judge Advocate General
U.S Air Force Washington Michael-T Simpson Florida
D.C and Col Richard Purdon Northern District was awarded

Staff Judge Advocate Air Force Certificate of Appreciation
Military Training Center .Lack- from Dr.- Frank Young Corn-

land Air Force Base .for his missioner Food and Drug Ad
successful prosecution of ministration Rockville Mary
complex Medical Care Recovery land for his contribution to
Act case the success of the National

Anabolic Steroid investigation
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Mark Schnapp and William Norris Linda Teal Steve West and
Florida Southern District Douglas Mccullough North Caro
by William Wells Special lina Eastern District by
Agent in Charge FBI Miami Fred Gregory Resident Agent
for their professional assis in Charge DEA Greensboro for
tance in the investigation and their valuable assistance in
prosecution of major criminal obtaining favorable settle-
cases in the Southern District ment in civil case

David Stephens District of Kenneth Vines Alabama Mid-
South Carolina by William die District by Col Robert
Sessions Director FBI for Douglass Deputy Chief Claims
his participation and legal and Tort Litigation Staff Of-
guidance in the investigation ice of the Judge Advocate Gen
of major gambling case eral U.S Air Force Washing

ton D.C for his outstanding
Linda Sybrant Missouri Wes- representation on behalf of the
tern District by Joseph Air Force
Davis Assistant Director-Legal
Counsel FBI Washington D.C Frank Violanti Mississippi
for her participation in re- Southern District by Captain
cent DEA Moot Court Program O.E.D Lewis Commanding Off

cer Naval Construction Battal
ion Center Department of the
Navy Guifport for his assist
ance and support in the prose
cution of number of cases in
U.S District Court

PERSONNEL

On October 1988 the United States Senate confirmed
Harold Christensen as Deputy Attorney General Francis
Keating II as Associate Attorney General and Edward S.G Dennis
Jr as Assistant Attorney General Criminal Division

On September 16 1988 William Braniff was sworn in as the
interim United States Attorney for the Southern District of Cali
fornia

On September 26 1988 Robert Genznian was sworn in as the
interim United States Attorney for the Middle District of Florida

On October 17 1988 Michael Baylson was sworn in as United
States Attorney for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania
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POINTS TO RENEMBER

Office of Legal Counsel Opinion Regarding AIDS

In response to request by White House Counsel the Office

of Legal Counsel prepared an opinion on the application of federal

anti-discrimination laws to vIctims of the AIDS virus copy Of

the opinion together with an accompanying statement by Douglas

Kmiec Acting Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Legal

Coinsel and statement by Attorney General Dick Thornburgh is

attached as Exhibit at the Appendix of this Bulletin

Office of Legal Counsel

Congressional Relations Procedures

Attorney General Dick Thornburgh issued the following memo
randum dated September 26 1988 to all Department of Justice côm
ponents

Tom Boyd Acting Assistant Attorney General for Legis
lative Affairs and his office are responsible for all

communication between th Department of Justice and

Congress His office is to take the lead in supervis
ing and coordinating all matters involving Congress
If we are to fulfill the duties and obligations of the

Department it is essential that we speak with one

voice to Congress The Office of Legislative Affairs

is responsible for achieving that objective There

fore am asking the heads of all the Departments
components to ensure that all personnel under their

management work closely with the office andcarefully
follow its legislative guidance Adhering to these pro
thedures will bØnefit us all

There has been and should continue to be vigorous in
ternal debate over legislative policy However once

policy decisions have been made we should work to
gether using all of our resources to achieve the De
partments legislative goals Accordingly all com

ponents of the Department are directed to observe

operating procedures which will be promulgated from

time to time by Mr Boyds office

Executive Office for United States Attorneys
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Electronic Communications Privacy Act

Under the provisions of the Electronic Communications Pri
vacy Act of 1986 one of the methods by which transactional data
pertaining to telephones as well as other types of electronic
equipment can be accessed by law enforcement authorities is by
obtaining court order pursuant to 18 U.S.C 2703c The order
may be issued by magistrate based upon showing of simple
relevancy to legitimate law enforcement inquiry See 18 U.S.C
2703d Sometimes however the telephone companies or other
providers of electronic communications services who have the
records are outside the jurisdiction of the court where the
principal investigation is being conducted Although any court
order is sufficient for purposes of the statute some magistrates
and judges refuse to issue the order since it is outside their
jurisdiction It then becomes necessary for the United States
Attorney in the district where the telephone records are located
to obtain the order on behalf of the district conducting the
investigation

The Criminal Division has requested your cooperation in
accessing this data To be of assistance proposed forms for
the application and order under 18 U.S.C 2703d were prepared
by the Office of Enforcement Operations Copies are attached as
Exhibit at the Appendix of this Bulletin and may be altered
to suit each individual request

Criminal Division

United States Court of Appeals Second Circuit

Attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit is
revised Second Circuit opinion which addresses the ethical pro
priety of using informants to obtain statements from targets of
investigations who are represented by counsel The opinion holds
that generally speaking absent some egregious misconduct pros
ecutors are authorized to use informants to obtain statements
from subjects who are represented by counsel in pre-indictment
noncustodial situations The revised opinion changes the panels
initial holding that district courts in the exercise of their
discretion could properly find such contacts to be violative of
DR 7104

United States Attorney
Eastern District of New York
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Leaal Issues In Recent RICO Cases

The organized Crime and Racketeering Section of the Criminal

Division has compiled list of legal issues in recent RICO cases

together with case summaries and holdings which may be useful as

research tools in connection with matters involving the RICO stat

ute 18 U.S.C fl961-1968 copy of this document is available

by calling Alexander S. White of the Organized Crime and Racket

eering Section at FTS 633-1214

Criminal Division

Publicity For The Debt Collection Proqram

Associate Attorney General Francis Keating II issued

memorandum dated August 29 1988 to all United States Attorneys

concerning publicity for the debt collection program Mr Keat

ing stated that extensive publicity can prompt debtors to contact

debt collection personnel to make arrangements to pay their debts

before they become the object of such publicity For example the

United States Attorney in Lexington Kentucky received consider

able media coverage for seizing several cars As result other

debtors called offering to enter into agreements to pay their

debts before their own car was impounded

Another publicity-getter is to total the dollars collected

by your debt collection unit for FY 1988 and compare this total

with the total dollars appropriated by the Congress to fund your

entire office You may find that you brought back more money to

the Treasury than the budget appropriated for all your opera
tions This is good story that all taxpayers in your district

would like to see

Copies of your press coverage should be sent to Bob Ford

Deputy Assistant Attorney General for Debt Collection Management

Justice Management Division Room 1121 Department of Justice

for inclusion in the Attorney Generals daily press report These

articles will then be compiled for presentation to the Office of

Management and Budget as evidence of the effectiveness of your

efforts Mr Keating urges everyones participation in this

campaign to raise the publics awareness that this Administration

will continue its commitment to collect its debts and to launch

the debt collection program for FY 1989

Executive Office for United States Attorneys
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Renort To.Congress On 18 U.S.C 1029 and 1030

on April 21 1987 William Weld former Assistant Attor
ney General for the Criminal Division of the Department of Jus
tice issued memorandum to all United States Attorneys concern
ing 18 U.S.C 1029 credit card/access device fraud and 18U.S.C 1030 computer fraud Under the Comprehensive Crime
Control Act of 1984 the Department was required to submit re
port to Congress on these sections for three fiscal years follow
ing enactment of the statutes In order to comply with this re
quirement all United States Attorneys were requested to collect
all information and data on these statutes and forward this in
formation to the Fraud Section of the Criminal Division

Please be advised that information on statistics or indict
ments with reference to the statutes usage need no longer be
maintained However the Fraud Section requests that they be
periodically advised of cases dealing with unusual subsectionsissues or those of first impression If you have any questions
please contact the Legal Counsel staff at FTS 633-4024

Executive Office for United States Attorneys

LEGISLATION

Federal Debt Collection Act

On October 1988 the Federal Debt Collection Act as
amended was ordered reported out of the Senate Judiciary Com
mittee where it is now waiting to be placed on the calendar for
Senate floor action

Indian Gaming Regulatory Act

On September 15 1988 the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act was
passed by voice vote in the Senate and on September 26 the bill
was passed by 323 to 84 in the House The Department felt the
bill was deficient because it tgrandfathered nonbingo gamblingand failed to provide licensing authority to the regulatory commission created by the measure but agreed not to oppose the bill
because of other desirable provisions
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Child Protection And Obscenity Enforcement Act Of 1988

As an amendment to the Parental Leave bill the Senate

adopted very tough child pornography and obscenity statute

requested by the Department of Justice and introduced by Senator
Strom Thurmond The bill has been stalled by Senate filibus
ter however and the prospects for enactment are uncertain
Provisions of the measure include

Prohibitions on the buying and selling of children
for use in pornographic enterprises punishable by

minimum 20year prison term

-- Requiring producers and distributors of pornography
to keep records establishing the ages of persons ap
pearing in pornographic depictions after February
1978

Stiff criminal and civil forfeiture provisions for
those who produce child pornography and obscenity

Imposition of civil fines in obscenity cases

Enhanced penalties for possession of obscene mater
rial with intent to sell or distribute

-- Criminal sanctions for cable television and diala
porn distribution of obscenity

-- Prohibitions on the possession or sale of child por
nography or obscenity on federal property or lands

Omnibus Drug Initiative Of 1988

On September 22 1988 the House passed H.R 5210 the Omni-
bus Drug Bill as amended by recorded vote of 375 to 30 Prior
to final passage the House acted on the following amendments

-- The Administration-supported McCollum Amendment that
would have withheld percentage of federal highway
funds from states which failed to require the revo-
cation or suspension of drivers licenses for those
convicted of drug-related offenses--failed 281119
Approved instead by 392-9 vote was the Adminis
tration-opposed Anderson Amendment which substituted
state incentive grants for Rep McColluius withhold
ing provision
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The Administrationopposed Davis Amendment on Vessel
Identification was withdrawn in favor of a. revised
version which was included in the blob amendment

-- The Administration-supported Oxley Amendment speci
fical.y authorizing money laundering sting opera
tions was passed by voice vote

-- The Bliley Amendment regarding drug lab certification
standards was amended by unanimous consent and passed
by voice vote

The En Bloc or Blob Amendment which passed by voice voteincluded the following provisions

-- DioGuardi Amendment to establish clearinghouse on
anti-drug information at MUD and MUD regional train
ing program on drug abuse for housing officials

Schumer Amendment to authorize.the employment of ten
ant patrols and investigators in MUD housing projects

Bennett Sense of the Congress that the UN should
explore the establishment of an international force
to fight drug trafficking

DeFazio and Lamar Smith technical precursor chemical
amendment

Hughes to redirect the funds remaining in the Jus
tice forfeiture fund at the end of each fiscal year

-- Rangel to rename the drug grant program after Edward
Byrne the NYC police officer recentl.y murdered by .a

drug trafficker

Moorhead to add $53800000 to the U.S Marshals
authorization

Hughes technical DEA overseas benefits

Rangel technical re jail officials

-- Moorhead to statutorily authorize the U.S Mar-
shals Service

Akaka to require DEA to do an environmental impact
statement of the use of weed oil for cannibjs eradi
cation in Hawaii
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-- Hughes to authorize the payment of bonuses for DEA

agents with foreign language skills

-- Frank to delete Coast Guard indemnification provi
sions

-- Davis to establish vessel identification system

Daub to permanently revoke an airmans certificate

following conviction for drug trafficking

-- Anderson to authorize training for law enforcement

officers of the techniques for identifying drugged

drivers

Waxman two sets of technical amendments re drug

rehabilitation amendments

-- Dornan/Wyden to establish joint DEA-EPA task

force on the disposal of toxic waste found at
clandestine labs

-- Alexander to require the development of an execu
tive branch system of communication regarding for
eign drug trafficking

The coordinators for the Senate drug legislation called for

all amendments changes and proposed section-bysection analyses

to be submitted by sub-groups by September 29 for finalization

and printing The introduction of the bill has been delayed not

only by continuing wrangling over controversial provisions but

to allow the Office of Management and Budget to score funding

provisions After 0MB officially scores the bill and any neces

sary funding adjustmentsare made the Senate bill will be intro

duced Agreements on the number of amendments to be offered and

time for debate are under consideration

The funding level available for FY 1989 appropriations auth

orized by the bill will be limited to the offset level 0MB ap
proves for it Of that amount half will go to demand-side acti

vities authorized in the final bill and half will go to the sup
ply side including state and local law enforcement grants U.S

Attorneys the courts new prisons and the Coast Guard The

Senate bill contains many elements not included in H.R 5210 as

well as more favorable formulations of some similar provisions
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As each day goes by without the introduction of bill the
likelihood decreases of the Senate being able to complete debate
and vote on the bill and amendments resolve the numerable anti
cipated differences with H.R 5210 approve House-Senate com
promise and act on the related new appropriations for FY 1989
before Sine Die recess Alternative strategies under considera
tion include attaching the House-passed bill as an amendment to
another bill

Radiation Exposure CompensatiOn Act

On September 16 1988 the House Judiàiary Subcommittee on
Administrative Law and Governmental Relations held hearing On
H.R 5022 which provides procedures and Claims Court jurisdic
tion for claims of injury and death allegedly resulting from the
atomic weapons testing program in Nevada in the 1950s and l960s
The bill also provides ClainisCourt jurisdiction of claims for
lung cancer by individuals who were employed as uranium miners in
Colorado New Mexico Arizona and Utah from 1947 to 1971

Deputy Assistant Attorney General Stephen Valentine
explained that we oppose the legislation because there is rib

credible scientific evidence to show thatthe levels of radiation
exposure involved in the tests and the mining cause the diseases
for which compensation is provided under the bill Hewas ques
tIoned about our position with reference to the Executive ap
prOval in May of 1988 of H.R 1811 the Radiation-Exposed Vet
erans Compensation Act of 1988 .He responded inter alia the
bill did not establish new entitlement program but merely
adjusted the criteria for awarding benefits under existing prO
grams We opposed that legislation and joined in the Veterans
Administrations recommendation of Executive disapproval Sub-
committee Chairman Frank indicated that the short time remaining
would preclude Congressional action in this Congress but he
plans to make further action priority in the next Congress

2633 the Senate companion measure introduced by Senator
Hatch last summer remains pending in the Senate Judiciary Sub
committee on Courts and Administrative Practice and no action

has been taken It is very unlikely that this legislation will
be passed in this Congress but we expect that it will move on
fast track next year The constituent support apparent at the
House Subcommittee hearing may make this high priority in the
101st Congress
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CASENOTES

CIVIL DIVISION

Federal Circuit Bars FTCA And Implied Bailment Claims

Against U.S Arising Out Of INS Forfeiture Of Niarant

Workers Truck But Reinands Bivens Claim Aaainst

Border Patrol Agent

Plaintiff sought to challenge the seizureof his truck by

the INS for immigration lawviOlations but failed to post bond

or to convince the INS that he was entitled to waiver of the

bond requirement He sought damages from the United States under

the FTCA and the Tucker Act and from the Chief Border Patrol

Agent personally under Bivens

The Federal Circuit has now affirmed the district courts
dismissal of the FTCA and Tucker Act claims against the United

States but has remanded the Bivens claims against the border

agent The appeals court found that the FTCA bars tort claims

against the U.S arising in respect of the detention of

any goods or merchandise by any officer of customs or excise or

.any other law enforcement officer 28 U.S.C 2680c and that

any bailment that arose by reason of the trucks seizure was .at

most implied in law rather than implied in faOt and thus was

not cognizable under the Tucker Act On the Bivens claim the

court pointed to the immigration agents failure to give notice

of the denial of plaintiffs request for a.bond waiver and re
jected our arguments that the comprehensive statutory scheme

governing immigration seizures and/or qualified immunity pre
cluded relief

Ysasi Rivklnd Nos and8810l9..Fed. Cir
Sept 1988 .DJ 157l7M910

Attorneys John Cordes FTS 633-3380

Jacob Lewis FTS 6334259
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D.C Circuit Upholds Labor Secretarys Construction
Of IMRDAs UniOn Officer Election Rule Under The
Chevron Standards In Case Arising From 1986 Teamster
Officer Elections

Plaintiffs are teamsters who wish to make the Teamsters
Union more democratic They sought to compel the Labor Secretaryto file suit under the LMRDA to set aside the 1986 election of
Teamster international officers Plaintiffs argued that elec
tion of such officers at convention of ex officio delegatesi.e delegates composed of local union officers violated
provision in the LMRDA which they claimed required direct elec
tion of convention delegates by the membership The Secretary
interpreted the statute as allowing ex officio delegates The
D.C Circuit has affirmed district court judgment for the
Secretary The court of appeals first made it clear that the
case entailed pure question of statutory construction rejec
ting plaintiffs threshold argument based on fl Cardoza
Fonseca that Chevron deference principles are inapplicable to
such cases The court went on to apply Chevron by holding that
Congress did not express clear and unambiguous intent on the
precise question at issue and that the Secretarys construction
of the LMRDA was permissible and reasonable

Theodus McLaughlin No 87-5321 D.C dr
Aug 1988 DJ 145103357

Attorneys Robert Greenspan FTS 633-5428
Michael Kiminel FTS 6335714

Third Circuit Severely Limits Authority Of 0MB Under
Paperwork Reduction Act

The Paperwork Reduction Act 44 U.S.C 3501 sea auth
orizes the Director of 0MB to review and disapprove information
collection requirements imposed by other federal agencies The
Third Circuit has just held that the Directors authority does
not extend to OSHAs hazard conununication standard which re
quires employers to collect Material Safety Data Sheets with
respect to all hazardous substances in the workplace and make
them available to employees The Third Circuit held that the
Paperwork Reduction Act does not extend to requirements to dis
close records to third parties and does not authorize 0MB to
secondguess regulatory agencys determination as to what
disclosure is necessary to carry out its statutory mandate
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United Steelworkers Pendergrass No 833554
3d dr Aug 19 1988 DJ 145103539

Attorneys Leonard Schaitinan FTS 633-3441

Marleigh Dover FTS 633-2495
Robert Zener FTS 633-3425

Divided Third Circuit Denies Rehearing In Appeal

In Qualified Immunity Appeal

Plaintiff noncustodial father asserts that his due

process rights were violated when he was not given prior notice

of the placement of his daughter in the Witness Protection Pro
gram in 1983 Among other defendants he named former Attorneys

General Smith and Meese and Director Morris of the Marshals

Service in their individual and official capacities

The district court denied dispositive motion for quali
fied immunity panel of the Third Circuit affirmed The

panel held that the denial of immunity was not immediately

appealable by defendants Meese and Morris because they were

subject to suit for injunctive relief With respect to defend
ant Smith who had already left office the panel held that

denial of immunity was proper because the governing law was

clearly established at the time of the alleged events The panel
also held that it could not consider the legal sufficiency of

the pleadings which alleged no specific actions taken by any

individual defendant The Third Circuit has denied our petition

for rehearing by vote of 6-5

Prisco United States No 871708 3d Cir

Aug 24 1988 DJ 157622371

Attorneys Barbara Herwig FTS 633-5425

Mark Stern FTS 6335534

Fourth Circuit Upholds Veterans Administrations

Implementation Of Gramm-Rudman Cuts Under Which

Educational Benefits Applied For Prior To March

1986 But Awarded Thereafter Were Reduced

Plaintiffs were class of veterans who challenged the

Veterans Administrations Grairnn-Rudman reduction of educational

and training benefits in that benefits applied for but not

awarded prior to March 1986 were cut More specifically they
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claimed that the Veterans Administrations action violated their
rights to equal protection and procedural due process and that
the Veterans Administration had exceeded its statutory authorityand violated the APAs rule-making provisions

The Fourth Circuit affirmed the district courts dismissal
of the complaint The Court endorsed the district courts deter
mination that the Veterans Administrations response to Gramni
Rudman met the equal protection rational basis test and that the
uniform reductions did not trigger any procedural due process
right to individualized hearings Further the Court found that
the VA had complied with the Gramm-Rudman Acts mandate that cuts
be made only from unobligated funds and that the Act did not
contemplate the application of APA rule-making procedures

Hoerner Veterans Administration No 88-3052
4th dr Sept 1988 DJ 151351570

Attorneys William Kanter FTS 633-1597
Robert Kamenshjne FTS 633-4820

Fourth Circuit Unanimously Reverses District Court
Ruling That Had Invalidated USDAs Requlation
Defining The Term Head Of Household As It Appears
In The Voluntary quit Provision Of The Food Stamp Act

The plaintiffs were suspended from the food stamp program by
operation of the 1978 version of the Secretarys regulation de
fining the term head of household for purposes of the voluntary
quit provision of the Food Stamp Act They sued on behalf of
their class to invalidate both the 1978 and the 1986 regula
tions which they asserted were substantially the same The dis
trict court struck down both regulations

unanimous court of appeals has reversed The court de
clared that the district ôourt had misconceived its function
by concentrating on the injustices done the individual plaintiffs
in this case for in social welfare cases the government cannot
remedy every ill The court of appeals held that it was the
province of Congress and the Secretary to weigh the needs of
individual recipients such as the plaintiffs and that absent
constitutional infirmities the fairness of such result is
simply outside the purview of the courts Applying Chevron the
court concluded that the Secretarys regulations were based upon

permissible reading of the statute and that the district
courts view of the Secretarys regulations was Dickensian
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Annie Wilson et al Richard Lvng No 88-1557

4th Cir Sept 1988 13 1475434

Attorneys Leonard Schaitman FTS 633-3441
Richard Olderman FTS 633-3542

Fourth Circuit Determines That Air Reserve Technicians
Appeal From Decision By District Court That It Lacked

Jurisdiction To Review Their challenge To OPM Cassi
ficatlon Decision Was Rendered Moot By OPMs Publica
tion Of New Classification Standards Pursuant To Which

Plaintiffs Were Being Reclassified And Plaintiffs
Reauest For EAJA Fees Did Not Save Case From Mootness

Eight Air Reserve Technicians employed by the federal gov
eminent sought judicial review of their job classifications

Reasoning that Congress deprived the federal courts of subject

matter jurisdiction over such disputes when it enacted the Civil

Service Reform Act the district court held that it could not

review OPMs final classification decision After the district

court rendered its decision OPM published new classification

standards for plaintiffs jobs Plaintiffs are awaiting re
classification pursuant to these new standards

The court of appeals found that OPMs publication of new

standards rendered the plaintiffs appeal moot It rejected the

argument that the plaintiffs application for attorneys fees

under the Equal Access to Justice Act EAJA saved the case

from being moot on the theory that it required the court of

appeals to determine whether the district court correctly con
àluded that it lacked jurisdiction to review OPMs classification

decision The Fourth Circuit determined that because the plain
tiffs were never able to obtain subject matter jurisdiction and

have the district court address the merits of their case the

plaintiffs could not be considered prevailing parties within

the meaning of 28 U.S.C 2412d For these reasons the plain
tiffs claim for EAJA fees was not legally cognizable

Finn United States No.87-3039 4th dr
Sept 1988 DJ 356767

Attorneys William Kanter FTS 633-1597
John KoppelFTS 6335459
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Eighth Circuit Holds That Family Farmer Bankruptcy.
Cases Pending Before Effective Date of Family Farmer
Bankruptcy Act Cannot Be Converted To Charter 12

The Family Farmer Bankruptcy Adt of 1986 created anew bank
ruptcy Chapter 12 tailored to shelter family farmers. The law
provided that those debtors who filed under other bankruptcy
chapters could convert their proceedings to Chapter 12 but not
if their cases were filed under other chapters prior to the
effective date of the Act passage inthe Committee Report on
the bill however stated that the law was intended to allow
farmers with pending cases to convert The Ericksons filed under
Chapter 11 before the effective date and they petitioned to
convert to Chapter 12 Both the bankruptcy court and the dis
trict court permitted the conversion reasoning that the legis
lative history better expressed congressional intent The Eighth
Circuit has now reversed The Court held that the statutory lan
guage must control especially where as here the statute was
unambiguous and its application produced no absurd results

In Re Erickson Partnership No 87-5348 8th Cir
Sept 1988 DJ 13569917

Attorneys John Cordes FTS 633-3380
Dwight Rabuse FTS 633-3159

Eighth Circuit Holds That Discretionary nction
Exception Bars.FTCA Claim That Warning On Postal
Jeeps Failed Adequately To Inform Public Of Rollover
Problem

Ms Jurzec alleged that the United States was liable for the
wrongful death of her husband who died from injuries he sus
tained in rollover accident in jeep purchased from the Postal
Service Jurzec challenged the adequacy of the Postal Services
warning regarding the handling characteristics of the jeep Al
though she conceded that the decision whether or not to issue
warning was discretionary she contended that once the Postal
Service decided warning was necessary it was obliged to issue
an adequate warning The district court held that the discre
tionary function exception barred Jurzecs claim

The court of appeals has now affirmed holding that Postal
decisions as to the nature and content of the warning about the
potential rollover problem fall within the discretionary function
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exception The panel rejected Jurzec contention that the Pos
tal decision regarding the content of the warning did not involve

balancing of public policy considerations as required by Berko
vitz United States 486 U.S ____ 1988 First the panel
found that the Postal Service in drafting the warning consid
ered not only public safety but have also considered other

econoinic and political policy considerations In any event
even if the primary purpose of the warning was public safety
the instant warning sufficiently operated to serve that pur
pose If the warning operates to serve public safety all that

remains arematters of particular language color and size of the

warning. All these matters are clearly within the discretion of

the.PostalService So long as the nature and content of the

warning does not violate any specific administrative directives

or policies and so long as the warning operates to serve public

safety at some minimal albeit allegedly negligent level the

discretionary function exception. should bar FTCA challenges to

the adequacy of the warning

Jurzec United States No 87-5431 8th dr
Sept 1988 DJ 15739790

Attorneys Robert Greenspan FTS 633-5428

Roy Hawkens FTS 6334331

Ninth Circuit Strikes Down Federal Sentencing Guidelines

And HoldsU.S Sentencing Commission Unconstjtutional

This case one of hundreds across the nation raised the

question of the constitutionality of those provisions of the

Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 which established the U.S Senten
cingCommission to promulgate sentencing guidelines that would
e1iminate most sentencing disparities and would be binding on

district court judges as they sentence convicted defendants
TheCoinmission is composed of three current federal judges and

four nonjudges and is designated as an independent agency in

the judicial Branch even though its members are appointed and

removable by the President The district court held that the

composition .andplaceinent of the Conunissionviolate the separa
tion Of powers doctrine but rejected the argument that the Sen
tencing Reform Act contains an excessive delegation of legisla
tive authority We defended the Act by arguing that the Cominis

sions powers are actually executive in nature and may properly
beexercised by Commission whose members are appointed by and

reinovablebythe President We alsocontended that the partici
pation of judges upon the Coirnnission in their individual capa
city did not run afoul of separation of powers limitations
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The Ninth Circuit in divided decision has now struck
down the guidelines on separation of powers grounds. The court
first ruled that the Sentencing Commissions mission of substan
tive rulemaking was not judicial enterprise that could properly
be vested in the judiciary thereby rejecting the position advo
cated by the Sentencing Commission as amicus Ouriae However
the court concluded that even if the Commission could be viewed
as an executive agency judges should not have been allowed to
serve on the Commission The majority opinion enunciated
broad and unprecedented rule that judges even when acting in
an extra-judicial capacity may not serve on bodies that make
substantive policy decisions

Jose Gubiensio-Ortjz Al Kanahele Nos 88-5848
885109 9th Cir Aug 23 1988 DJ 77122732

Attorneys Douglas Letter FTS 633-3602
Gregory Sisk FTS 633-4825

Tenth Circuit Invalidates The Social Security Payment
Error Netting Rule Thus Creating Conflict With The
Third and Eighth Circuits

The Social Security Act requires the government to recoup
payments of more than the correct amount of Social Security bene
fits The Act requires make-up check to be issued to bene
ficiary where there .has been payment of less than the correct
amount of benefits In addition the Act requires that benefi
ciaries receiving more than the correct amOunt be offered an
opportunity for waiver of recoupment where the recipient was
without fault and recoupment would be inequitable Where it is
found that beneficiary has received excessive payments for some
past months and deficient payments for other past months the
Social Security Administrations netting rule requires calcula
tion of single net payment error for correction purposes by
taking the difference between actual entitlements and actual pay
ments for the period in question This rule has been challenged
in several courts by benficiaries who want makeup check for
specific deficiencies and waiver opportunity for specific
excesses

The Third and Eighth Circuits have sustained the netting
rule but the Tenth Circuit has now created conflict by follow
ing the dissenting opinion in the Third Circuit case We are
considering the question of filing petition for certiorari to
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resolve the conflict The Tenth Circuit ruled for the Secretary
on procedural point the district court should not have ordered
relief for all beneficiaries in particular area here Colo
rado where it had not certified class action

Everhart Bowen No 87-1839 10th Cir
Aug 12 1988 DJ 13713155

Attorneys William Kanter FTS 633-1597
Michael Kinunel FTS 6335714

Eleventh Circuit Upholds Right Of Department of Labor
To Enter Private Property Owned BY Agricultural Employers
To Interview Migrant Farm Workers Without Obtaining
Warrant

The Department of Labor brought this action under the

Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act to enjoin
an agricultural employer from interfering with its efforts to
interview migrant farm workers as part of an investigation of

alleged violations by farm labor contractors Over period of

several years the defendants had impeded DOLs efforts to inter
view the workers either in the agricultural fields or in the

migrant labor camps on defendants property where the workers
lived After impeding the investigation through number of

different ploys the defendants eventually demanded warrant
before permitting DOL investigators to talk with the workers on
their private property DOL brought this action under provi
sion of the statute authorizing the agency to seek injunctive
relief against violations of the statute through unlawful resist
ance to an investigation. After trial the district court issued
the requested injunction

On appeal the 11th Circuit has affirmed in part and vacated
in part It concluded that the defendants had not engaged in

unlawful resistance to DOLs investigations because that term

encompassed only forcible interference with an investigation It

therefore held that the district court erred in granting injunc
tive relief under this portion of the statute The Court also

concluded however that the statute expressly authorizes DOL

investigators to enter private property without warrant to
interview persons during an investigation It held that DOL was
entitled to declaratory relief from the district court confirming
its right of entry without awaiting or precipitating violation
of the statute by defendant Furthermore it rejected defend-
ants argument that the statute violated their Fourth Amendment

right against unreasonable searches by authorizing entry withput
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warrant While vacating the district courts grant of injunc
tive relief the court affirmed DOLs power to make warrant-
less entry in agricultural fields and labor camps for the purpose
of conducting confidential interviews with migrant workers

McLaughlin Elsberry Inc No 87-3381 11th Cir
Aug 15 1988 DJ 145102649

Attorneys John Cordes FTS 633-3380
Peter Maier FTS 633-4814

CRIMINAL DIVISION

Federal Rules Of Criminal Procedure

Rule 6e The Grand Jury Recording and Disclosure
of Proceedings

targeted but unindicted company moved the district court
to vacate ex parte order authorizing turnover to the Customs
Service for civil purposes of material obtained by grand jury
both pursuant to subpoena and voluntarily The motion was denied
on grounds that none of the materials could be classified as
matters occurring before the grand jury under Rule 6e since
they did not reveal and could not aid customs agents in deter
mining what transpired in the grand jury room The company
appealed

The United States Court of Apeals for the Sixth Circuit held
that there is rebuttable presumption that confidential documen
tary materials not otherwise public obtained by grand jury
by coercive means are matters occurring before the grand jury
just as much as testimony before the grand jury The party seek
ing disclosure has the burden of demonstrating that the informa
tion is public or was not obtained through coercive means or that
disclosure could otherwise be obtained through civil discovery
and would not reveal the nature scope or direction of the grand
jury inquiry Assuming that on application to findings of fact
and conclusions of law with respect to each of the categories at
issue the district court decides that the items are matters
occurring before the grand jury it should undertake the pre
liminary to .. judiciary proceeding and particularized
need analyses

Vacated and Remanded In Re Grand Jury Proceedings
851 F.2d 860 6th dr 1988
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION

Court Sustains NRCs Realism Doctrine In
Evaluating Standards For Emerencv Plan

These petitions for review challenged the NRCS so-called
evacuation rule providing standards by which the NRC in decid
ing whether to license nuclear power plant evaluates radio
logical emergency plan prepared by the utility alone because

local governments refuse to participate in emergency planning
Specifically petitioners contested the realism doctrine which

allows the NRC in evaluating an emergency plan to rely on
rebuttable presumption that in the event of an actual emergency

state and local officials will do their best to protect the
affected public and officials will look to the utility plan
for guidance and generally follow that plan

The First Circuit as threshold matter rejected the argu
ment that the disputed rule is not entitled to judicial deference

because offsite emergency planning is outside the NRCS area of

expertise The Court found that the NRC is directed by statute
to determine whether emergency plans adequately protect the pub
lic More significantly the Court held that the realism doc
trine was reasonable and defensible The court found that the

doctrine was supported by common sense and by the fact that
state and local governments prefer planned emergency response
to an ad hoc response The Court further held that agencies are
permitted to adopt and apply presumptions if the proven facts and

the inferred facts are rationally connected The Court also

upheld the NRCs notice and comment procedures for the rule

Commonwealth of Massachusetts Union of Concerned
Scientists Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1st Cir Nos 882032 882033 881121
September 1988 DJ 90143276

Attorneys Anne Almy FTS 6332749
John Stahr FTS 633-2956
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Constitutionality Of The Comprehensive Environmental
Response Compensation And Liability Acts CERCLAs
Imposition Of Strict Retroactive Joint And Several
Liability Sustained

The Fourth Circuit affirmed the grant of summary judgment
against the landowners holding that liability under CERCL is

strict and that landowners can only establish defense by
showing the absence of direct or indirect contractual
relationship with the third party alleged to have caused the
release of hazardous materials from the site and that the
landowners took precautionary action against foreseeable ôonduct
of such third party Summary judgment was proper ruled the
Court because the landowners conceded that they entered into
lease agreement with the relevant third party and relied only on
their alleged ignorance of the activities of the third party
The Court found that the statute does not sanction such willful
or negligent blindness on the part of absentee owners

The Court next rejected the generators argument that the
government was required to prove that the specific substances
they generated and sent to the site were present at the facility
at the time of the release Instead all the government must
prove is that generators waste was shipped to site and that
hazardous substances similar to those contained in that genera
tors waste remained present at the time of release While the
generators were entitled to show that all of the wastes they sent
to the site were removed before there was release they failed
in this case to produce specific evidence sufficient to create
genuine issue that 100% of their waste was removed

The Court found that joint and several liability was appro
priately imposed where the defendants acted independently to pro
duce an indivisible harm Defendants are entitled to show that
there is reasonable basis for apportioning the harm but bear
the burden of proof on this issue Significantly the Court
ruled that the volume of waste sent by each generator to the site
did not establish the effective contribution of each generator to
the harm at the site The Court also nOted that equitable fab
tors relating to allocation of costs among defendantsare proper
ly considered in contribution action rather than in the gov
ernments case in chief The Court next held that joint and
several liability even when applied retroactively is not so
harsh and oppressive as to deny due process The Court rejected
arguments that CERCLA is bill of attainder or an ex cost facto
law pointing out that it does not exact punishment but simply
creates reimbursement obligation and does not impose liability
on legislatively defined class of persons
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On our cross appeal from the district courts denial of pre
judgment interest the Court of Appeals looked to new provi
sion of SARA enacted after the district court decision which

explicitly states that amounts recoverable under Section 107

shall include prejudgment interest The Court found that the
word shall does not make an award of interest mandatory How
ever in light of Congress intent to facilitate complete reim
bursement the amendment was held to generally establish interest
as an element of recovery absent convincing argument to the

contrary The Court remanded this issue without explaining
what such convincing argument might consist of

In partial dissent Judge Widener quarreled only with the

majoritys holding that the district court had discretion to

relegate contribution issues to separate action rather than
decide them in the instant case Judge Widener would interpret 42

U.S.C 9613f to require resolution of contribution claims
in the main case if parties raise them

United States Monsanto Co SCRDI 4th Cir
No 861261 September 1988 DJ 907161

Attorneys David Shilton FTS 633-5580

Jacques Gelin FTS 6332762

D.C Circuit Rules En Banc That Attorneys Fees Under
The Surface Mining Control And Reclamation Act Are At
The Prevailing Market Rate Regardless Of Attorneys
Actual Hourly Rate

In this attorneys fees case the District of Columbia

Circuit sitting en banc overruled Laffey Northwest Airlines
Inc 746 F.2d D.C Cir 1984 and held that any attorney
who receives fees under the attorneys fee provision of the Sur
face Mining Control and Reclamation Act 30 U.S.C 1270d
should be compensated at the prevailing market rate irrespec
tive of what that attorneys actual hourly rate happens to be
The ruling has widespread application since the Supreme Court has

held that all the attorneys fee statutes in the environmental
and civil rights fields are so similar that they should be simi-
lÆrlyconstrued In this case two for-profit private practi
tioners who had established billing rates of $100 an hour for

paying clients persuaded the district court to award them fees
at community prevailing rate of $150 an hour On our appeal

panel Judges Bork and. Ruth .Ginsburg Chief Judge Wald dissent
ing reversed The panel applied.Laffevs rule that an attorneys
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normal billing rate is presumptively the reasonable hourly rate
for that case i.e that such rate is all that is necessary to
attract competent counsel without handing them windfall

The full court took the case for the purpose of deciding
whether to overrule Laffey and it has now done so by an 8-3
vote Speaking for the majority Judge Sentelle found
bus under Laffey and Blum Stenson 465 U.S 886 1984
that some profit-making practitioners could recover at .their very
high normal billing rates that salaried Ættörneys of non-profit
groups could recover at apparently high community prevailing
rates but that quasipublic private practitioners were stuck
with reduced rates they charge because of the financial re
sources of the clients they choose to represent The majority
then decided Congress had not intended to create such anomalous
results relying on the Supreme Courts assessment in Blum of the
legislative history of the Civil Rights Attorneys Fee Act of

1976 The Senate Committee Report accompanying that legislation
had casually approved few lower court cases dealing with the
calculation of fees and the majority here decided it must under
take tortured exegesis of those cases to resolve the continued
validity of Laffey Their view of these cases plus certain
dicta from Blum led the majority to conclude Congress meant for
all attorneys to be compensated at community.prevailingrates

Judge Starr joined by Judges Silberman and Buckley issued
scathing dissent He particularly criticized the majoritys

reliance on the cases cited by the Senate Report arguing that
the Supreme Court in the recent Delaware Va1lev cases had
adopted skeptical view of analyzing these cases to determine
the legislative intent He also defended Laffey as advancing
Congress goal of providing lawyers for meritorious claims with
out creating windfalls and as offering rational .efficient
alternative to the judicial rate-making approach adopted by the

majority

Save Our Cumberland Mountains Inc Hodel D.C Cir No
855984 en banc September 16 1988 DJ 091182915

Attorneys John Bryson FTS 633-2740
Robert Klarquist FTS 6332.731
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TAX DIVISION

Seventh Circuit Rules In Favor Of Taxpayer Eli Lilly Co
On Primary Ouestjons In Intercorporate Pricing Case

Eli Lilly Co Commissioner 7th C. On August 31
1988 the Seventh Circuit affirmed in part and reiersed in part
this foreign intercorporate pricing case arising under Section

482 of the Internal Revenue Code The taxpayer Lilly U.S
transferred its patents and manufacturing knowhow with respect
to drug sold under the name Darvon to wholly owned Puerto
Rican subsidiary Lilly P.R.for stock of the subsidiary The

subsidiary manufactured Darvon and sold it back to Lilly at

extremely high prices This generated large profits for Lilly
P.R which were not subject to U.S tax and large costs for

Lilly U.S where they offset Lillys other income

We attacked this arrangement as not being at arms length
on the theory that Lilly U.S would have insisted upon sub
stantial royalty or lump-sumpayment for the extremely valuable
Darvon patent had the transferee been an unrelated third party
Pursuant to Section 482 which allows the Commissioner to reallo
cate income or deductions among controlled businesses in order to

clearly reflect income or to prevent tax avoidance the Commis
sioner allocated substantial part of Lilly P.R.s income to its

U.S parent Lilly maintained that the stock of the subsidiary
that it received on the patent/know-how transfer was arms length
consideration and that the transaction was therefore not sub
ject to Section 482

The Tax Court in 196-page opinion rejected our legal
position on the intercorporate transfer but agreed that Lilly
P.R.s price charged to Lilly U.S was too high It therefore
reallocated some of Lilly P.R.s income back to Lilly U.S al
though not as much as we had sought Both sides appealed

The Seventh Circuit agreed with the Tax Courts rejection of

our argument that the initial transfer was not at arms length
The court also generally upheld the Tax Courts reallocation of

income to Lilly U.S The court of appeals went on to find error
in one of the Tax Courts computations of what an uncontrolled
arms length price would be for the 1973 tax year and remanded
thecase for new computations on that point
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Federal Circuit Rules In Favor Of Goodyear Tire
Rubber Co In Foreign Tax Credit Case

Goodyear Tire Rubber Co v. United States Fed Cir On
August 31 1988 the Federal Circuit reversed the Claims Court
and ruled in favor of the taxpayer in this refund suit which
involves approximately $800000 of federal income tax and focuses
on the foreign t.ax credit of Sections 901 and 902 of the Code
When domestic corporation does business abroad through for
eign subsidiary the parent is allowed credit against its U.S
income tax to reflect the foreign taxes paid by the subsidiary
The credit is computed under formula which is designed to corn
pensate the parent only for foreign taxes paid by the subsidiary
on the portion of the latters accumulated profits that is re
patriated to the parent in the form of dividends Thus to com
pute the credit the foreign tax is multiplied by fraction
the numerator of which is the dividend paid to the parent during
the year and the denominator of which is the subsidiarys accu
mulated profits for the year The other elements in the equa
tion remaining the same the bigger the accumulated profits
the smaller the credit and vice versa

The central question in this case is whether the phrase
accumulated profits for purposes of the equation is based on
income as computed under foreign tax or instead as computed
under U.S law The question arises because the taxpayers
foreign subsidiary which paid taxes to Great Britain claimed
losses which were recognized by the tax law of Great Britain but
not by the tax laws of the United States Hence if British
principles controlled the subsidiarys accumulated profits
those profits would be smaller than under American law and the
foreign tax credits available to Goodyear would be correspond
ingly greater The Claims Court agreed with us that the deter
mination of accumulated profits for foreign tax credit pur
poses is to be based on American law The appellate .court
however found that the long line of cases relied on by the IRS
dealt with the meaning of different phrase earnings and
profits not accumulated profits and that the text of Sec
tion 902 and the perceived congressional purpose of the foreign
tax credit required that accumulated profits for this purpose be
computed under foreign law This ruling departs from the well
established general rule that U.S income tax consequences are
based on this countrys tax laws not on the vagaries of foreign
taxing statutes that often adopt profoundly different approach

We are considering whether to file petition for rehearing
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Eighth Circuit Holds That State Of North Dakota May
Not Reaulate U.S Militarys Procurement Of Alcoholic
Beverages From Out-Of-State Suppliers

United States North Dakota 8th Cir. on September
1988 the Eighth Circuit in 2-to-i decision reversed the
district court and held unconstitutional North Dakota regula
tion requiring that liquor purchased by the military from out-of-
state suppliers for consumption or sale on bases within the State
of North Dakota must carry label indicating that the liquor was

exclusively for military use

The case was brought by the United States seeking declara
tory and injunctive relief against the North Dakota labelling
requirement We urged that under the Supremacy Clause the

labelling requirement was in conflict with federal procurement
regulations which require that liquor be purchased under the
most advantageous contract price and other considered factors
The state alleged that the sole purpose of the labels was to

prevent diversion of untaxed liquor into its stream of commerce
Our case was based upon the fact that the requirement drove up
the cost of liquor because certain out-of-state suppliers raised
their prices and because others refused to sell directly to the

military

The district court in upholding the regulation found that
there was no conflict between the labelling requirement and the
least cost requirement despite the fact that the military was

paying more because of labelling Further it found that even if

there were conflict the states interests outweighed those of

the Federal Government The Eighth Circuit agreed with our con
tention that the state regulation interfered with military pro
curement in contravention of the Supremacy Clause The majority
held in this regard that the states authority under the Twenty
First Amendment to regulate intra-state cOmmerce in liquor did
not allow it to regulate the Federal Governments procurement of

alcoholic beverages from out-ofstate suppliers
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Eighth Circuit Reversing The Full Tax Court Adopts
Governments Position In Holding That Post-Death Events
Can Be Considered In Determining Estate Tax Deductions

Estate of Sachs Commissioner 8th Cir. On September 15
1988 the Eighth Circuit holding in favor of the Government re
versed reviewed Tax Court decision that had held that post-
death events could not be considered when determining the deduc
tibility of claim against the estate under Section 2053a
of the Internal Revenue Code

Here decedent had made substantial net gifts i.e the
donee was required to pay the donors gift tax liability within
three years of his death The gifts therefore were includible in
his gross estate under Section 2035 After the gifts were made
the Eighth Circuit held that net gifts created income to the
donor in an amount equal to the excess of the gift tax paid by
the donee over the donors adjusted basis The Supreme Court
affirmed that ruling Diedrich Commissioner 457 U.S 191
1982 The estate paid the additional income tax due from
decedent under that decision and claimed an estate tax deduc
tion therefor under Section 2053a3 Thereafter pursuant to
the 1984 Tax Reform Act that income tax liability was forgiven
and the estate received refund The estate however continued
to assert entitlement to the claimed deduction under the theory
that the post-death Congressional forgiveness could not be
considered in determining the deductibility of claim against
the estate

The Tax Court concluded that post-death events the Con
gressional forgiveness could not be considered and the ulti
mately refunded income tax remained deductible under Section
2053a3 The Eighth Circuit unanimously reversed relying
upon its prior decision in Jacobs Commissioner 34 F.2d 233
cert denied 280 U.S 603 1929 In holding that post-death
events must be considered in determining the deductibility of

claim the court specifically disagreed with the Ninth Circuits
contrary holdings in Propstra United States 680 F.2d 1248
1982 and Estate of Van Home Commissioner 720 F.2d 1114
1983 cert denied 466 U.S 980 1984 The court found that
logic and reason dictated that an unpaid claim could not have
been in the mind of Congress when it authorized deduction for
claims against the estate To be deductible the court con
cluded claim must be actual not theoretical
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APPENDIX

CUMULATIVE LIST OF CHANGING FEDERAL CIVIL POSTJUDGMENT INTEREST RATES

as provided for in the amendment to the Federal postjudginent

interest statute 28 U.S.C 1961 effective October 1982

Effective Annual Effective Annual
Date Rate Date Rate

011687 5.75% 112087 6.93%

021387 6.09% 121888 7.22%

031387 6.04% 011588 7.14%

041087 6.30% 021288 6.59%

051387 7.02% 031188 6.71%

060587 7.00% 040888 7.01%

070387 6.64% 050688 7.20%

080587 6.98% 060388 7.59%

090287 7.22% 070188 7.54%

100187 7.88% 072988 7.95%

102387 6.90% 082688 8.32%

092388 8.04%

NOTE When computing interest at the daily rate round 5/4
the product i.e the amount of interest computed to the near
est whole cent
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UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS

DISTRICT U.S ATTORNEY

Alabama Frank Donaldson
Alabama James Eldon Wilson
Alabama Sessions III
Alaska Michael Spaan
Arizona Stephen McNamee
Arkansas Charles Banks
Arkansas Michael Fitzhugh
California Joseph Russoniello
California David Levi
California Robert Bonner
California William Braniff
Colorado Michael Norton
Connecticut Stanley Twardy Jr
Delaware William Carpenter Jr
District of Columbia Jay Stephens
Florida Michael Moore
Florida Robert Genzman
Florida Dexter Lehtinen
Georgia Robert Barr Jr
Georgia Edgar Wm Ennis Jr
Georgia Hinton Pierce
Guam William OConnor
Hawaii Daniel Bent
Idaho Maurice Ellsworth
Illinois Anton Valukas
Illinois Frederick Hess
Illinois William Roberts
Indiana James Richmond
Indiana Deborah Daniels
Iowa Charles Larson
Iowa Christopher Hagen
Kansas Benjamin Burgess Jr
Kentucky Louis DeFalaise
Kentucky Joseph Whittle
Louisiana John Volz
Louisiana Raymond Lainonica

Louisiana Joseph Cage Jr
Maine Richard Cohen
Maryland Breckinridge Wilicox
Massachusetts Frank McNamara Jr
Michigan Roy Hayes
Michigan John Sniietanka
Minnesota Jerome Arnold
Mississippi Robert Whitwell
Mississippi George Phillips
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Missouri Thomas Dittmeier

Missouri Robert Ulrich
Montana Byron Dunbar
Nebraska Ronald Lahners
Nevada William Maddox
New Hampshire Richard Wiebusch
New Jersey Samuel Auto Jr
New Mexico William Lutz
New York Frederick Scullin Jr
New York Rudolph Giuliani
New York Andrew Maloney
New York Dennis Vacco
North Carolina Margaret Currin
North Carolina Robert Edmunds Jr
North Carolina Thomas Ashcraft
North Dakota Gary Annear

Ohio Patrick McLaughlin
Ohio Michael Crites

Oklahoma Tony Michael Graham

Oklahoma Roger Hilfiger
Oklahoma William Price

Oregon Charles Turner

Pennsylvania Michael Baylson
Pennsylvania James West

Pennsylvania Alan Johnson
Puerto Rico Daniel LopezRomo
Rhode Island Lincoln Almond
South Carolina Vinton DeVane Lide
South Dakota Philip Hogen
Tennessee John Gill Jr
Tennessee Joe Brown

Tennessee Hickman Ewing1 Jr
Texas Marvin Collins

Texas Henry Oncken

Texas Robert Wortham

Texas Helen Eversberg
Utah Brent Ward
Vermont George Terwilliger III

Virgin Islands Terry Halpern
Virginia Henry Hudson

Virginia John Alderman
Washington John Lamp
Washington Gene Anderson
West Virginia William Kolibash
West Virginia Michael Carey
Wisconsin John Fryatt
Wisconsin Patrick Fiedler

Wyoming Richard Stacy
North Mariana Islands William OConnor
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Attorney General Dick Thornburgh today issued the following

statement

have reviewed the opinion prepared by the Office of Legal

Counsel on the application of federal antidiscrimination laws to

victims of the AIDS virus The opinion concludes that the

necessary result of the Supreme Courts decision in School Board

of Nassau County Arline recent legislative action and the

medical views of the Surgeon General is to extend the protection

of federal anti-discrimination laws to individuals when they

become infected with the virus It also concludes that if the

infection is direct threat to the health or safety of others or

renders the individual unable to perform the duties of the job

the employer is not required to retain or hire that person It is

by no means clear that much of the existing law designed to

protect handicapped members of our society was ever intended

specifically to protect AIDS victims For example Section 504

with which this opinion deals was adopted in 1973 well before

the advent of AIDS There are believe legitimate questions

as to whether existing law can adequately and appropriately serve

these most unfortunate victims Those concerns will be discussed

with other members of the Administration and Congress who are

considering this question

88398
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Office of Legal Counsel
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Office of the
Washington D.C 20530

Aulstant Attorney General

In response to the AIDS Commission the White House Counsel
requested an opinion from the Department of Justice Office of
Legal Counsel on the scope of the existing anti-discrimination
provisions in the federal Rehabilitation Act We have prepared
the opinion and delivered it to the White House Counsel In
light of the controversial nature and complexity of legal issues
raised by the AIDS virus the White House Counsel has directed
us to release this opinion and to be responsive to questions you
may have about it

should also note at the outset that our legal opinion is
consistent with the Presidents policy statement of last August
namely that federal employers should treat HIV-infected
individuals on case by case basis so they do not pose health
and safety dangers or performance problems Otherwise theyshould be treated like any other employee In particular our
opinion focuses on two issues whether persons with AIDS are
protected by the Rehabilitation Act as an individual with
handicaps even though AIDS is contagious disease and
whether socalled asyinptoxnatjc HIVinfected persons are also
individuals with handicaps for purposes of the Act

We answer both questions in the affirmative We believe thefirst question was largely answered by the Supreme Courts
decision in School Board of Nassau County Fla Arline 1987While Arline concerned tuberculosis rather than AIDS it clearlyheld that discrimination based on the contagiouseffects of physical impairment would be inconsistent with the
basic purpose of Rehabilitation Act

As to asymptomatic HIV-infected individuals our legalconclusions have been largely guided by recent medical
clarification from the Surgeon General that even these
individuals are from medical standpoint physically impairedThe Surgeon General advises us that the impairment of HIV
infection cannot be meaningfully separated from clinical AIDSand that it is medically inappropriate to think of this disease
as composed of discrete conditions Given this medical
information that HIV infection is physical impairment the only
legal issue remaining to us was to determine whether court
could in given case determine that such person is
substantially limited in major life activity Because HIV
infection may limit the likelihood of bearing healthy child and
may adversely affect intimate sexual relations we believe that
an individual proving these facts to court could fairly be
found to be an individual with handicaps for purposes of the Act



The Supreme Court has also indicated in Arline that if person
is perceived by others as having handicapping condition that

substantially limits major life activity that in itself
could bring the person within the terms of the Act We believe

that as factual matter many HIV-infected individuals would

likely be included within the Act on this basis as well

As both our opinion and the Supreme Courts opinion
indicate however saying that it is possible for HIV-infected
individuals to be found within the terms of the Act does not mean
that federal employers or federallyconducted or financed

programs and activities cannot in individual circumstances
exclude an HIVinfected individual from the workplace or such

program If that individual poses threat to the health or

safety of others or is unable to perform the job or satisfy the

requirements of the program that individual can be excluded if

there is no reasonable way to accommodate these health and safety
and performance concerns

In short so long as HIV-infected individuals do not on

casebycase basis pose these health and safety dangers or

performance problems they should be treated in the federal
workforce and in.federallyconducted or financed programs and
activities like everyone else

will be happy to try to answer any questions you may have

Douglas Kmiec



U.S Department of Justice

Office of Legal Counsel

Office of the Washington D.C 20530
Assistant Attorney General SEJ .2

Memorandum for Arthur Culvahouse Jr.
Counsel to the President

Re Application of Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act to HIV-Infected Individuals

Introduction and Summary

This memorandum responds to your request for anopinion on
the application of section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
Act 29 U.S.C 794 to individuals who are infected with the

Human Inununodeficiency Virus HIV or AIDS virus You
specifically asked us to consider this subject in light of School
Board of Nassau County Arline 107 Ct 1123 1987
Arline Congress has also sought to clarify the law in this
area by amending the Rehabilitation Act to address directly the
situation of contagious diseases and infections in the employment
context See Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987 Pub No
100259 sec 102 Stat 28 31 1988 Civil Rights Restora
tion Act Although your opinion request was limited to the
application of section 504 in the employment context we have
also considered the non-employment context because the President
has directed the Department of Justice to review all existing
federal anti-discrimination law applicable in the HIV infection
context and to make recommendations with respect to possible new
legislation.1 See Memorandum for the Attorney General from
President Ronald Reagan Aug 1988

For the reasons stated below we have concluded with
respect to the non-employment context that section 504 protects
symptomatic and asymptoinatic HIV-infected individuals2 against

We defer to others in the Department to make the policy
determinations necessary to recommend legislation and in
keeping with the tradition of this Office confine our analysis
to matters of legal interpretation

In this opinion individuals who are infected with the
AIDS virus and have developed the clinical symptoms known as
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome AIDS or AIDS-Related
Complex ARC will sometimes be referred to as symptomatic
HIV-infected individuals Individuals who are infected with the
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discrimination in any covered program or activity on the basis of

any actual past or perceived effect of HIV infection that

substantially limits any major life activity3 -- so long as the
HIV-infected individual is otherwise qualified to participate
in the program or activity as determined under the otherwise

qualified standard set forth in Arline We have further
concluded that section 504 is similarly applicable in the

employment context except for the fact that the Civil Rights
Restoration Act replaced the Arline otherwise qualified
standard with slightly different statutory formulation We
believe this formulation leads to result substantively iden
tical to that reached in the nonemployment context namely
that an HIV-infected individual is only protected against
discrimination if he or she is able to perform the duties of the

job and does not constitute direct threat to the health or

safety of others.4

.continued
AIDS virus but do not have AIDS or ARC will sometimes be referred
to as asymptomatic HIV-infected individuals References to
AIDS should be understood to include ARC except where dis
tinction between the two is expressly drawn Finally where we
intend to refer to all HIV-infected individuals whether sympto
matic or not we either refer to HIV-infected individuals or to
HIV infection without any symptomatic or asymptomatic
modifier or clearly indicate in the text that the discussion
refers to both categories

The medical information available to us indicates that HIV
infection is physical impairment which in given case may
substantially limit persons major life activities See infra
at 6-11 Inaddition others may regard an HIV-infected person
as being so impaired See infra at 12-13 Either element in

given case we believe would be sufficient for court to
conclude that an HIV-infected person is an individual with

handicaps within the terms of the Act By virtue of the fact
that the handicap here HIV infection gives rise both to disab
ling physical symptoms and to contagiousness it is unnecessary
to resolve with respect to any other infectionOr condition which

gives rise to contagiousness alone wIiether that singular fact

could render person handicapped In other words the medical
information available to us undermines the accuracy of the

assumption or contention referenced in Arline that carriers of

the AIDS virus are without physical impairment 107 Ct at

1128 n.7

These conclusions differ from and supersede to the extent
of the difference June 20 1986 opinion from Charles

Cooper Assistant Attorney General Office of Legal Counsel for

Ronald Robertson General Counsel Department of Health and

continued..



Statutory Framework Under Section 504

Section 504 was intended to proscribe discrimination
against the handicapped in programs or activities that are
conducted by federal agencies or that receive federal funds
In relevant part the statute provides

No otherwise qualified individual with handicaps in
the United States as defined in section 7068 of
this title shall solely by reason of his handicap be
excluded from the participation in be denied the bene
fits of or be subjected to discrimination under any
program or activity receiving Federal financial assis
tance or under any program or activity conducted by any
Executive agency or by the United States Postal
Service

29 U.S.C 7945

There are two definitions of individual with handicaps
one or both of which may be applicable to HIV-infected

continued
Human Services Cooper Opinion The conclusions herein
incorporate subsequent legal developments the Supreme Courts
decision in Arline and Congress passage of the Civil Rights
Restoration Act and subsequent medical clarification see
July 29 1988 letter from Everett Koop M.D Surgeon General
to Douglas Kmiec Acting Assistant Attorney General Office of
Legal Counsel Koop Letter attached

Section 504 thus has five elements First an individual
claiming discriminatory treatment must be an individual with
handicaps as defined in the Act Second the individual must
be otherwise qualified for the benefit or program participation
being sought Third the individual must be excluded from
participation in be denied the benefits of or otherwise be
subjected to discrimination under covered program or activity
Fourth the contested treatment must be solely by reason of

handicap And fifth the discrimination must occur in
program or activity conducted or funded by the federal govern
ment

The definition of program or activity is set forth in
new section 504b which was added by section of the Civil
Rights Restoration Act In general the term is to be given an
institution-wide scope rather than the program- or activity-
specific scope called for by Grove City College Bell 465 U.S
555 1984 Grove City was superseded by the Civil Rights
Restoration Act See sec Pub No 100259

-3-



individuals depending upon the context in which the discrimi
nation occurs The generally-applicable definition is any
person who has physical or mental impairment which substan
tially limits one or more of such persons major life activitids
ii has record of such an impairment or iii is regarded as

having such an impairment 29 U.S.C 7068B Thus an
individual can qualify as handicapped under the general defini
tion if he actually suffers from disabling impairment has
recovered from previous such condition was previously
misclassified as having such condition or is regarded as

having such condition whether or not he actually has it

The Civil Rights Restoration Act amended the definitions
section of the Rehabilitation Act to provide in the employment
context qualification of the definition of an individual with
handicaps with respect to contagious diseases and infections
This provision qualifies rather than supplants the general
definition of individual with handicaps.6 The amendment
provides as follows

For the purpose of sections 503 and 504 as such
sections relate to employment the term individual
with handicaps does not include an individual who has

currently contagious disease or infection and who by
reason of such disease or infection would constitute
direct threat to the health or safety of other individ
uals or who by reason of the currently contagious
disease or infection is unable to perform the duties
of the job

Pub No 100259 sec 102 Stat 28 3132 1988

II Aiplication of Section 504 in Contexts Other Than Employment

Section 504 as interpreted by the Supreme Court in Arline
has two primary elements the definition of individual with

The Civil Rights Restoration Act amended 29 U.S.C 7068
to add the qualification as new subparagraph to follow
subparagraph which contains the generally-applicable
definition of individual with handicaps The new subparagraph
thus constitutes specific qualification of the preceding
general definition The qualification operates in the same way
as the qualification Congress enacted in 1978 with respect to
alcohol and drug abuse on which the contagious disease provision
was modeled See note 19 infra and accompanying text Both
provisions are structured as exclusions from the general defini
tion The natural implication of both statutory exclusions is
that persons who do not fall within the specified grounds for
exclusion are covered by section 504 to the extent that they meet
the general requirements of that section



handicaps and the otherwise qualified requirement We will
first determine whether in the non-employment context an HIV
infected individual whether symptomatic or asymptomatic is an
individual with handicaps and then discuss the application of
the otherwise qualified requirement to such an individual.7

Symptomatic HIV-Infected Individuals

As discussed below Arline requires the conclusion that
persons with AIDS i.e svmtomatic HIV-infected individuals
are within the section 504 definition of handicapped individual
notwithstanding their contagiousness Contagiousness by itself
does not obviate the existence of handicap for purposes of
section 504 Arline 107 U.S at 1128

Arline involved an elementary school teacher who had been
discharged after suffering third relapse of tuberculosis within
two years All parties conceded and the Court found that the
plaintiff was handicapped because her tuberculosis had adversely
affected her respiratory system requiring hospitalization
at 11271128 Plaintiffs respiratory ailment thus was physi
cal impairment that substantially limited one of her major life
activities The Court concluded that the defendants action
came within the coverage of section 504 notwithstanding the fact
that Ms Arline was dismissed not because of any disabling
effects of her tuberculosis but because of her employers fear
that her contagiousness threatened the health of her students
The Court concluded that the fact that person with record of

physical impairment is also contagious does not suffice to remove
that person from coverage under 504 at 1130 emphasis
added

Arline was also concerned with third element namely
whether the contagiousness of handicapped individual covered by
the Act could be used as justification for discrimination
against that individual Subject to the otherwise qualified
limitation the Court held that contagiousness cannot be used for
this purpose The Court stated We do not agree with peti
tioners that in defining handicapped individual under 504
the contagious effects of disease can be meaningfully distin
guished from the diseases physical effects on claimant
It would be unfair to allow an employer to seize upon the
distinction between the effects of disease on others and the
effects of disease on patient and use that distinction to
justify discriminatory treatment Arline 107 Ct at 1128
In light of the Courts holding we conclude that the
contagiousness of an HIV-infected individual cannot be relied

upon to remove that individual from the coverage of the Act
Contra Cooper Opinion at 27 and n.70



We believe that symptomatic HIV-infected individuals are

handicapped under section 504 For these individuals the

disease has progressed to the point where the immune system has

been sufficiently weakened that disease such as cancer or

pneumonia has developed and as result the individual is

diagnosed as having clinical AIDS Because of the substantial

limiting effects these clinical symptoms have on major life

activities such person is an individual with handicaps for

purposes of section 504 This same conclusion should also apply
to person with ARC who also has serious disabling physical
effects caused by HIV infection although the physical symptoms
arenot the particular diseases that the Centers for Disease

Control have included in its list of the clinical symptoms that

constitute AIDS As wjth the tuberculosis that afflicted Ms
Arline AIDS or ARC is often serioup enough to require

hospitalization fact more than sufficient itself to

establish that one or more major life activities

substantially limited at1l27 Therefore assuming

they are otherwise qualified contagiousness does not excuse or

justify discrimination against individuals handicapped by

symptomatic HIV infection As will be seen the consideration of

the otherwise qualified standard allows for reasonable

determination of whether contagiousness threatens the health or

safety of others or job performance and in those events permits
the exclusion of the individual from the covered program or

activity

Asymptomatic HIV-Infected Individuals

Arline did not resolve the application of section 504 to

asvmptómatic HIV-infectØd individuals.8 The Court left open the

Since the plaintiff had disabling physical symptoms and

thus was clearly handicapped individual under section 504 the

Court declined to reach the question of whether person without

such an impairment could be considered handicapped by virtue of

communicable disease alone As the Court stated case
does not present and we therefore do not reach the questions
whether carrier of contagious disease such as AIDS

suffers no physical impairment could be considered to have

physical impairment or whether such person could be consider
ed solely on the basis of contagiousness handicapped person
as defined by the Act at 1128 n.7 Subsequent to Arline
the Surgeon General informed this Office that even an asympto
matic HIV-infected individual is physically impaired stating
that from purely scientific perspective persons with HIV

infection are clearly impaired They are not comparable to an

immune carrier of contagious disease such as Hepatitis

Koop Letter at In light of Dr Koops letter this Office has

no occasion to determine whether contagious but not impaired
continued..



question of whether such individuals are individuals with
handicaps under section 504 question which turns on whether
an asyinptomatic HIVinfected individual has physical or
mental impairment which substantially limits one or more of such
persons major life activities ii has record of such
impairment or iii is regarded as having such an impairment
29 U.S.C 7068B These determinations primarily focus upon

whether HIV infection by itself is physical or mental
impairment and whether the impairment substantially limits

major life activity i.e whether it has disabling effect
or whether someone with HIV infection could be regarded as
having an impairment which substantially limits major life
activity

Asvmptoinatic IIV-Infected Individuals Are
Physically Impaired

The Department of Health and Human Services regulations
implementing section 504 define physical impairment as

physiological disorder or condition cosmetic
disfigurement or anatomical loss affecting one or more
of the following body systems neurological
musculoskeletal special sense organs respiratory
including speech organs cardiovascular reproductive
digestive genito-urinary hemic and lymphatic skin
and endocrine

45 C.F.R 84.3j2i 1987 In addition an appendix to the
regulations provides an illustrative but not exhaustive list of
diseases and conditions that are physical impairments for pur
poses of section 504 such diseases and conditions as
orthopedic visual speech and hearing impairments cerebral
palsy epilepsy muscular dystrophy multiple sclerosis cancer
heart disease diabetes mental retardation emotional
illness and drug addiction and alcoholism 45 C.F.R Pt
84 App 344 1987

The first question is whether an asymptomaticHIV-infected
individual is physically impaired for purposes of section 504
For this factual determination we necessarily must rely heavily
on the views of the Public Health Service of the United States
In this respect Dr Everett Koop the Surgeon General of the
Public Health Service has indicated that it is

continued
individual such as Hepatitis carrier would be protected by
the Act See note supra Cf Kohl by Kohl Woodhaven
Learning Center 672 Supp 1226 1236 W.D Mo 1987 finding

Hepatitis carrier to be within the Act



inappropriate to think of infection as composed
of discrete conditions such as ARC or full blown
AIDS. HIV infection is the starting point of single
disease which progresses through variable range of

stages In addition to an acute flu-like illness
early stages of the disease may involve subclinical
manifestations i.e impairments and no visible signs
of illness The overwhelming majority of infected

persons exhibit detectable abnormalities of the immune

system

Koop Letter at 1-2 On the basis of these facts the Surgeon
General concluded that

from purely scientific perspective persons with HIV
infection are clearly impaired They are not compar
able to an immune carrier of contagious disease such
as Hepatitis Like person in the early stages of

cancer they may appear outwardly healthy but are in

fact seriously ill

Id at

In our view the type of impairment described in the Surgeon
Genera1s letter fits the HHS definition of physical
impairment because it isa physiological disorder or condition
affecting the hemic and lymphatic systems.9 We therefore

Moreover it would also appear that the impairment affects
the brain and central nervous system as well Medical evidence
indicates that the AIDS virus apart from any effect it has on
the immune system also attacks the central nervous system and

may result in some form of mental deficiency or brain dysfunction
in significant percentage of persons infected with the virus
Mental disease dementia will occur in some patients who have
the AIDS virus before they have any other manifestation such as

ARC or classic AIDS U.S Department of Health Services
Surgeon Generals Report on Acczuired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
32 1.986 Surgeon Generals Report See also at 12 The
AIDS virus may also attack the nervous system and cause delayed
damage to the brain This damage may take years to develop and
the symptoms may show up as memory loss indifference loss of
coordination partial paralysis or mental disorder These

symptoms may occur alone or with other symptoms mentioned

earlier.

In addition as discussed below with respect to the effects
of HIV infection on major life activities infection with the
virus affects the reproductive system because of the significant
danger that the virus will be transmitted to baby during

continued..



believe that in light of the Surgeon Generals medical
assessment asymptomatic HIV-infected individuals like their
symptomatic counterparts have physical impairment

Asyinptomatic HIV-Infected Individuals and Limits on
Major Life Activities

The second question therefore is whether the physical
impairment of HIV infection substantially limits any major life
activities

Under the HHS regulations implementing section 504 major
life activities means functions such as caring for ones self
performing manual tasks walking seeing hearing speaking
breathing learning and working 45 C.F.R 84.3j2ii
1987 emphasis added Although the definition is illustrative
and not exhaustive it does provide helpful starting point for
our analysis We would expect that courts will resolve the
factual question of whether the impairment of HIV infection
limits .a major life activity by reviewing this list for guidance
in ascertaining whether particular activity constitutes
basic function of life comparable to those on the list

As indicated earlier the disabling effects of HIV infection
are readily apparent in the case of symptomatic HIV infection
The salient point with respect to symptomatic HIV-infected
individuals is not that they have AIDS or ARC but rather that
their impairment has manifest disabling effects Again as noted
above we believe that the courts will find that such individuals
are limited in number of major activities Due to the weakness
of their immune system and depending on the nature of the parti
cular disease afflicting symptomatic HIVinfected individuals
any and perhaps all of the life activities listed in the HHS
regulations could be substantially limited

The question with respect to asytuptomatic HIV-infected
individuals is more difficult because such individuals would not
appear at first glance to have disabling physical effects from
their infection that substantially affect the type of life
activities listed in the HHS regulations Their ability for
example to work to care for themselves to perform manual
tasks or to use their senses are usually not directly affected

9...continued
pregnancy Also bearing on whether HIV infection is physical
impairment under the HHS regulations is the Surgeon Generals
statement in his letter that HIV infection in its early stages is

comparable to cancer -- disease that is listed in the HHS
regulations as physical impairment -- in that infected indivi
duals may appear outwardly healthy but are in fact seriously
ill Koop Letter at



Nevertheless we believe it is likely that the courts will

conclude that asyinptomatic HIV-infected individuals have an

impairment that substantially limits certain major life activi
ties While the Supreme Court explicitly refrained from answer
ing this precise question in Arline because HIV infection was

not before it and perhaps in the mistaken understanding that

asymptomatic HIV infection was not accompanied by an impair
ment1 the logic of the decision cannot fairly be said to lead

to different conclusion This conclusion we believe may be

based either on the effect that the knowledge of infection will

have on the individual or the effect that knowledge of the

infection will have on others With respect to the latter basis
the Court observed would be unfair to allow an employer to

seize upon the distinction between the effects of disease on

others and the effects of disease on patient and use this

distinction to justify discriminatory treatment ArlinØ 107

Ct at l128

Limitation of Life Activities Traceable to

Knowledge of Infection by Asvrnttomatic HIV-Infected Individual

Turning first to the effect knowledge of infection may have

on the asymptomatic individual it can certainly be argued that

asymptomaticHIV infection does not directly affect any major
life activity listed in the HHS regulations 45 C.F.R
84.3j2ii 1987 However since the regulatory list was
not intended as an exhaustive one we believe at least some

courts would find number of other equally important matters to

be directly affected Perhaps the most important such

activities are procreation and intimate personal relations

Based on the medical knowledge available to us we believe

that it is reasonable to conclude that the life activity of

procreation -- the fulfillment of the desire to conceive and bear

healthy children -- is substantially limited for an asyinptomatic
HIV-infected individual In light of the significant risk that
the AIDS virus may be transmitted to baby during pregnancy
HIV-infected individuals cannot whether theyare male or female

engage in the act of procreation with the normal expectation of

bringing forth healthy child Because of the infection in

their system they will be unable to fulfill this basic hurna
desire There is little doubt that procreation is major life

10 ComDare Arline 107 Ct at 1128 n.7 suggesting that

HIV infection is disease without physical impairment with Koop
Letter at HIV infection is physical impairment

Surgeon Generals Report at 20-21 Approximately one

third of the babies born to AIDS-infected mothers will also be

infected with the AIDS virus.



activity and that the physical ability to engage in normal
procreation procreation free from the fear of what the
infection will do to ones child -- is substantially limited
once an individual is infected with the AIDS virus

This limitation -- the physical inability to bear healthy
children -- is separate and apart from the fact that asymptoinatic
HIV-infected individuals will choose not to attempt procreation
The secondary decision to forego having children is just one of
many major life decisions that we assume infected individuals
will make differently as result of their awareness of their
infection Similarly some courts can be expected to find
limitation of major life activity in the fact that an
asymptomatic HIV-infected individuals intimate relations are
also likely to be affected by HIV infection The life activity
of engaging in sexual relations is threatened and probably
substantially limited by the contagiousness of the virus.2

Finding limitations of life activities on the basis of the
asymptomatic individuals responses to the knowledge of infection
might be assailed as not fully persuasive since it depends upon
the conscience and good sense of the person infected The causal
nexus it would be argued is not between the physical effect of
the infection as specified in the Koop Letter and life activi
ties but between the conscience or normative judgment of the
particular infected person and life activities Thus it might
be asserted that there is nothing inherent in the infection
which actually prevents either procreation or intimate
relations.13

It is undoubtedly true that some HIV-infected individuals
have not or will not change their behavior after learning they
are infected thereby exhibiting disregard for the health of
their offspring or sexual partners Nonetheless in any case
where the evidence indicates that the plaintiff HIV-infected
individual has in fact changed his or her behavior -- as for
example where the plaintiff represents that procreation has been
foregone -- the court might well find limitation of major life
activity Moreover courts may choose to pass over such factual
questions since the Supreme Court has stated an alternative
rationale for finding life activity limitation based on the
reaction of others to the infection We turn to that rationale
next

12 at 1418

13 As indicated in the text we think this argument is
disingenuous at least insofar as infection physically precludes
the normal procreation of healthy children
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Limitation of Life Activities Traceable to

Reaction of Others to Asymtomatic HIV Infection

The Arline Court relied on the express terms of the statute

for the proposition that handicapped individual includes

someone who is regarded by others as having limitation of

major life activities whether they do or not 29 U.S.C
7068Biii This provision was added by Congress in 1974
The Court cited the legislative history accompanying this

textual expansion to show that an impaired person could be

protected even if the impairment in fact does not substantially
limit that persons functioning Rep No 1297 93rd Cong
2d Sess 64 1974 and observed that such an impairment could
neverthelesd substantially limit that persons ability to work as

result of the negative reactions of others to the impairment
107 Ct at 1129

This construction by the Court of the statutory definition

of the term handicapped individual has particular significance
for the application of section 504 to asymptomatic HIV-infected

individuals The Court found that in order to combat the

effects of erroneous but nevertheless prevalent perceptions about

the handicapped at 1126 Congress intended by its 1974

amendment to expand the sections scope to include persons who

areregarded as handicapped but who may at present have no
actual incapacity at all at 1126-1127 quoting Southeast

em Community College Davis 442 U.S 397 405-406 n.6

1979 Stressing this point the Court repeated later in the

opinion that the amended definition covers persons who as

result of being incorrectly regarded as handicapped are

substantially limited in major life activity at 1129
The effect of this interpretation is that the perceived impair
ment need not directly result in limitation of major life

activity so long as it has the indirect effect due to the

misperceptions of others of limiting life activity in Arline
the activity of working.14 Thus at least one district court

14 The Arline Court appears not to accept the distinction

between being perceived as having an impairment that itself

limits major life activity the literal meaning of.the

statutory language and having condition the misperception of

which results in limitation of life activity This may have

been the distinction the Solicitor General was attempting to draw

by suggesting there was difference between being perceived as

having handicap that precludes work and being perceived as

contagious which does not physically preclude work except that

because of the perception no work is offered As recited by the

Court the Solicitor General stated at oral argument that to

argue that condition that impaired only the ability to work was

handicapping condition was to make totally circular argument

12

continued..



following Arline has held that if an .individual or organization
limits an HIV-infected individuals participation ma section
504 covered activity because of fear of contagion major life
activity of the individual is substantially limited.15

Application of the Otherwise Qualified Requirement

The Supreme Courts opinion in Arline concluded by remanding
the case for consideration by the district court of whether the
plaintiff was otherwise qualified The Court indicated more
generally that section 504 cases involving persons with
contagious diseases should turn on the otherwise qualified
issue that such individuals must have the opportunity to have
their condition evaluated in light of medical evidence and
determination made as to whether they were otherwise quali

l4 .continued
which lifts itself by its bootstraps omitted The
argument is not circular however but direct Congress plainly
intended the Act to cover persons with physical or mental
impairment whether actual past or perceived that substan
tially limited ones ability to work at 1129 n.10 This
last statement of course returned the Court to the statutes
literal meaning The only justification for departing from that
meaning occurs not in footnote 10 of Arline but in footnote
where the Court relied on legislative history which does indicate
that at least some members of Congress believed that the perception of physical disability by others does not have to include
the belief that the perceived condition results in limitation
of major life activities but simply that the perception of the
condition by others in itself has that effect at 1128 n.9
physically repulsive aspects of cerebral palsy arthritis and
facial deformities

15 Qg Centinela Hospital Civ 87-2514 C.D Cal June
30 1988 holding HIV-infected individual to be individual with
handicaps because he was perceived as such by the defendant
The district court wrote that person is an individual with
handicaps if he has physiological disorder or condition
affecting body system that substantially limits function
only as result of the attitudes of others toward the disorder
or condition Slip op at 12 The HHS regulations are in
accord with this view 45 C.F.R section 84.3j2 iv
1987 Although as indicated in the previous footnote we think
this aspect of the Supreme Courts reasoning departs from the
literal meaning of the statutory text in favor of legislative
history we do not question that the district courtin Centiriela
Hospital fairly reads Arline to support finding that the
reaction of others to the contagiousness of an HIVinfected
individual in itself may constitute limitation on major life
activity

13



fied 107 Ct at 1130 The Court stressed that before

making this determination the trial court must

conduct an individualized inquiry and make appropriate

findings of fact Such an inquiry is essential if

504 is to achieve its goal of protecting handicapped
individuals from deprivations based on prejudice
stereotypes or unfounded fear while giving appro
priate weight to such legitimate concerns of grantees
as\avoiding exposing others to significant health and

safety risks In the context of the employment
of person handicapped with contagious disease

this inquiry should include findings of facts based

on reasonable medical judgments given .the state of

medical knowledge about the nature of the risk

how the disease is transmitted the duration of

the risk how long is the carrier infectious the

severity of the risk what is the potential harm to
third parties and the probabilities the disease
will be transmitted and will cause varying degrees of
harm Quoting Brief for American Medical Association
asAmicus Curiae 19 In making these findings courts

normally should defer to the reasonable medical .judg
inents of public health officials The next step in

the otherwise-qualified inquiry is for the court to

evaluate in light of these medical findings whether
the employer could reasonably accommodate the employee
under the established standards for that inquiry

at 1131 footnotes omitted

It is important to emphasize that the Court recognized that

person who poses significant risk of communicating an
infectious disease to others in the workplace will not be other-
wise qualified for his or her job if reasonable accommodation
will not eliminate that risk at 1131 n.16 The Court has
thus made it clear that persons infected with the AIDS virus will

not be otherwise qualified to perform jobs that involve

significant risk of transmitting the virus to others In

addition an otherwise qualified person is one who is able to
meet all of programs requirements in spite of his handicap.
Southeastern Community Colleae Davis 442 U.S 397 406

1979.16

16 In ascertaining whether person is otherwise qualified
the court considers whether any reasonable accommodation by
the employer would enable the handicapped person to perform
those functions Accommodation is not reasonable if it either

imposes undue financial and administrative burdens on

grantee or requires fundamental alteration in the

14
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Based on current medical knowledge it would seem that in
most situations the probability that the AIDS virus will be
transmitted is slight and therefore as matter of health and
safety there will often be little if any justification for
treating infected individuals differently from others.17 Simi
larly mere HIV infection involving only subclinical manifesta
tions will generally also not render an individual unqualified
to participate in covered program or activity on the basis of
inability to perform As the disease progresses however and
conditions such as ARC or full blown AIDS affect the physical
or mental capacity of the individual it may well be that an
individualized inquiry will reveal that such person is not
otherwise qualified to participate

In addition current medical knowledge does suggest the
possibility of specialized contexts where even with respect to
person in the early stages of the disease court might find an
individual to be not otherwise qualified These situations are
very likely to involve individuals who have responsibility for
health or safety such as health care professionals or air
traffic controllers In these and similar situations where there
is greater possibility that the AIDS virus could be transmitted
see generally Surgeon Generals Report or the consequences of

dementia attack could be especially dangerous see note
sura we believe court could find within the scope of
otherwise qualified standard justification for treating HIV
infected individuals differently from uninfected individuals

In brief whether HIV-infected individuals will be found
after the individualized inquiry required by Arline to be
otherwise qualified will often depend on how far the disease has
progressed At the early stages of the disease it is likely
that neither health and safety nor performance will provide
justification for excluding an HIV-infected person Moreover
while current medical knowledge suggests that safety should not
be concern in most contexts even as the disease progresses an
individualized assessment of performance may result in those with
AIDS or ARC being found not otherwise qualified Finally courts
may find in certain specialized contexts that an HIV-infected
individual is not otherwise qualified at any stage of the
disease because infection in itself presents an especially
serious health or safety risk to others because of the nature of

l6 .continued
nature of program 107 Ct at 1131 n.17 citations
omitted

17 See Surgeon Generals Report at 13 No Risk from Casual
Contact
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the position The inquiry in each case will be factual one
and because of that we are unable to speculate further

III Application of Section 504 in the Employment Context

Introduction and SummarY

The Civil Rights Restoration Act included provision the

Harkin-Humphrey amendment-8 which amended the definitions

sectionof the Rehabilitation Act to provide with respect to

employment specific qualification of the definition of an

individual with handicaps in the context of contagious diseases

and infections

For the purpose of sections 503 and 504 as such

sections relate to employment the term individual
with handicaps does not include an individual who has

currently contagious disease or infection and who by
reason of such disease or infection would constitute

direct threat to the health or safety of other individ
uals or who by reason of the currently contagious
disease or infection is unable to perform the duties

of the job

As discussed below application of the Harkin-Humphrey amendment

ththe employment context should result in substantially the same

conclusions as result from application in the non-employment
context of section 504 as interpreted in Arline Specifically
we conclude that Harkin-Humphrey provides that HIV-infected

individuals regardless of whether or not they are symptomatic
are protected against discrimination in the employment context so

long as they fall within the general section 504 requirements
defining an individual with handicaps and do not contravene the

specific qualification to the general requirements that the

amendment provides namely that they do not constitute
direct threat to the health or safety of other individuals and

they can perform the duties of the job In our judgment this

qualification merely codifies the otherwise qualified standard

discussed by the Court in Arline and discussed above in this

memorandum including the provision of means of reasonable

accommodation that can eliminate the health or safety threat or
enable the employee to perform the duties of the job if it is

provided for under the employers existing personnel policies
and does not impose an undue financial or administrative burden

18 Pub No 100259 sec 102 Stat 28 3132 1988
Since this amendment to section 504 was jointly sponsored by

Senators Harkin and Humphrey we will refer to the amendment in

this opinion as Harkin-Humphrey
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Because Harkin-Humphrey was floor amendment that was not
developed by committee there is no committee report explainingit The only explanatory statement that accompanied its intro
duction was one-sentence statement of purpose Purpose To
provide clarification for otherwise qualified individuals with
handicaps in the employment context 134 Cong Rec S256 dailyed Jan 28 1988 and brief colloquy between the two
sponsors at S256257

The sponsors colloquy made three basic points First the
amendment was designed to do in the contagious disease and
infection context what the comparably phrased 1978 amendment to
section 504 did in the context of alcohol and drug abuse19 --
assure employers that they are not required to retain or hire
individuals with contagious disease or infection when such
individuals pose direct threat to the health or safety of other
individuals or cannot perform the essential duties Of job

at S256-57 Second the amendment does nothing tO change
the current laws regarding reasonable accommodation as it applies
to individuals with handicaps at S257 Finally as we
stated in 1978 with respect to alcohol and drug abusers
the twostep process in section 504 applies in the situÆtión
under which it was first determined that person was handicapped
and then it is determined that person is otherwise qualifiedId

With that description of Harkin-Huinphreys principal
legislative history as background we now discuss the amendments
impact on two aspects of the application of section 504 to HIV
infection cases in the employment context whether section
504 applies to both asymptomatic and symptomatic HIV-infected
individuals and the manner in which the sections otherwise
qualified requirement is to be applied including whether
employers must provide reasonable accommodation to infected
individuals

Coverage of All HIV-Infected Individua1s Sub-sect to the
Stated Limitations

We have no difficulty concluding that the Harkin-Humphrey
amendment and thus section 504 in the employment context

19 For purposes of sections 503 and 504 as such sections
relate to employment term handicapped individual does
not include any individual who is an alcoholic or drug abuser
whose current use of alcohol or drugs prevents such individual
from performing the duties of the job in question or whose
employment by reason of such current alcohol or drug abuse
would constitute direct threat to property or the safety of
others Pub No 95602 sec 122a 92 Stat 2955 2985
1978 codified at 29 U.S.C 7068
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includes within its coverage both asymptomatic and symptomatic
HIV-infected individuals The amendments language draws no
distinction between asyinptomatic and symptomatic individuals

and notably applies to contagious disease or infection
It therefore applies to all HIVinfected individuals whether or
not they are symptomatic It is true that the amendment is

phrased in the negative in that it says who is handicapped
rather than defining who is handicapped Nevertheless we
believe the natural implication of this statutory exclusion is

that persons who do not fall within the specified grounds for
exclusion are covered by section 504 to the extent that they meet
the general requirements of that section Accordingly in light
of our previous discussion of the application of the general
provisions of section 504 to HIV-infected persons we conclude
that all HIV-infected individuals who are not direct threat to

the health or safety of others and are able to perform the duties
of their job are covered by section 504

Harkin-Humphreys legislative history reinforces this

reading of the amendment There was no disagreement expressed
concerning the amendments applicability to asymptomatic HIV
infected individuals and number of legislators expressly
stated that such persons were covered Senator Harkin described
the purpose of the amendment in letter dated February 26
1988 to Representatives Hawkins and Edwards Senator Harkin

explained that

objective of the amendment is to expressly state
in the statute the current standards of section 504 so

as to reassure employers that they are not required to
hire or retain individuals with contagious diseases or
infections who pose direct threat to the health or
safety of others or who cannot perform the duties of

job

The basic manner in which an individual with

contagious disease or infection can present direct
threat to the health or safety of others is when the
individual poses significant risk of transmitting the

contagious disease or infection to other individuals
The Supreme Court in Arline explicitly recognized this

necessary limitation in the protections of section 504
The amendment is consistent with this standard

20 Moreover the model for the Harkin-Humphrey amendment --

the 1978 amendment to section 504 concerning.drug addicts and
alcoholics -- was intended to include within section 504 those
covered persons not possessing the deficiencies identified in the
statute See generally 124 Cong Rec 3032230325 1978
statements of Senators Cannon Williams and Hathaway
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134 Cong Rec H1065 daily ed Mar 22 1988 emphasis in
original.21

During the subsequent debate in the House of Representa
tives the Representatives who commented on the amendment
indicated their understanding that persons with contagious
diseases or infections were covered For example referring to
the dissenting opinion in Arline see 107 Ct at 1132-1134
Representative Weiss observed

Justice Rehnquist stated that Congress should
have stated explicitly that individuals with contagious
diseases were intended to be coveredunder section 504
Congress has done so now with this amendment stating
clearly that individuals with contagious diseases or
infections are protected under the statute as long as
they meet the otherwise qualified standard This
clarity is particularly important with regard to
infections because individuals who are suffering from
contagious infection such as carriers of the AIDS
virus or carriers of the hepatitis virus -- can also
be discriminated against on the basis of their
infection and are also individuals with handicaps under
the statute

134 Cong Rec H573 daily ed Mar 1988 Representative
Coelho stated that the amendment

provides that individuals with contagious diseases or
infections are protected under the statute unless they
pose direct threat to the health or safety of others
or cannot perform the duties of the job

People with contagious diseases and infections such as
people with AIDS or people infected with the AIDS
virus can be subject to intense and irrational
discrimination am pleased that this amendment makes
clear that such individuals are covered under the
protections of the Rehabilitation Act

at H560-61 Representative Owens commented

am glad to see that amendment refers to indi
viduals with contagious infections thus clarifying

21 See also 134 Cong Rec Sl739 daily ed Mar 1988
The purpose of the amendment was to clarify for employers the
applicability of section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to
persons who have currently contagious disease or infection
statement of Sen Harkin
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that such infections can constitute handicapping
condition under the Act

at H574 The record is replete with similar comments.22

In summary we believe that under the Harkin-Humphrey

amendment section 504 applies in the employment context to all

HIV-infected individuals which necessarily includes both

asymptomatic and symptomatic HIV-infected individuals This

parallels our conclusions with respect to HIVinfected
individuals both symptomatic and asymptomatic outside the

employment context The difference between the employment and

non-employment contexts because of the Harkin-Humphrey amendment
is thus more apparent than real Specifically it is our view
that the Harkin-Humphrey amendment merely collapses the
otherwise qualified inquiry applicable outside the employment
context into the definition of individual with handicaps in the

employment text Thus whether outside the employment context

particular infected person is deemed to be handicapped but

ultimately receives no protection under the statute because that

person poses danger to others and is thereby not otherwise
qualified or whether that same person is not deemed to be

handicapped under the Harkin-Humphrey amendment in the employment
context for the same reason is of only semantic significance In

either case if the infection is direct threat to the health or

safety of others or renders the individual unable to perform the
duties of the job the grantee or employer is not required to
include that person in the covered program or activity or retain

or hire him in job Indeed the legislative history suggests
that the principal purpose of the Harkin-Humphrey amendment was
the codification of the otherwise qualified limitation as
discussed in Arline.23

22 See e.g 134 Cong Rec H584 daily ed Mar 1988
statement of Rep Edwards commend the Members of the Senate
for fashioning this amendment in such way that the courts will

continue to adjudicate cases involving AIDS HIV infection and
other communicable conditions on case by case basis at

E487 statement of Rep Hoyer referring to people with AIDS

and people infected with the AIDS virus as equally subject to

the amendment at H580 statement of Rep Dannemeyer
opposing amendment because it covers asymptomatic carriers

23 Purpose To provide clarification for otherwise

qualified individuals with handicaps in the employment context
134 Cong Rec. S256 daily ed Jan 28 1988 See also the

sponsors colloquy discussed supra in the text as well as the

comments of individual members E.g 134 Cong Rec H584

daily ed Mar 1988 statement of Rep Edwards This
amendment codif the otherwise .qualif led framework

20
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Is There Reasonable Accommodation Requirement tinder

Harkin-Humhrey

The Department of Health and Human Services HHS
regulations implementing section 504 first issued in 1977
reflect HHS determination that reasonable accommodation
requirement is implicit in the otherwise qualified element of
section 504 42 Fed Reg 22676 22678 May 1977 Then as
now the regulations provided the following statement of the
otherwise qualified requirement Qualified handicapped
person means respect to employment handicapped
person who with reasonable accommodation can perform the
essential functions of the job in question.24 In Arline the
Supreme Court endorsed the reasonable accommodation requirement
of the regulations explaining that when handicapped person is
not able to perform the essential functions of the job and is
therefore not otherwise qualified the court must also
consider whether any reasonable accommodation by the employer
would enable the handicapped person to perform those
functions 25

23 .continued
for courts to utilize in these cases j. at H573 statement
of Rep Weiss In such circumstances risk of

communicating contagious disease the individual is not
otherwise qualified to remain in that particular position
The Supreme Court in Arline explicitly recognized this necessary
limitation in the protections of section 504 The Senate amend
ment places that standard in statutory language at
E487 statement of Rep Moyer amendment essentially
codifies the existing standard of otherwise qualified in section
504 as explicated by the Supreme Court in Arline.

24 C.F.R 84.3k1 1987 emphasis added See also
45 C.F.R 84.12 1987 setting forth the reasonable accommoda
tion requirements

25 Arline 107 Ct at 1131 n.17 The Court suggested
that two factors originally employed by the Court in Davis
should be used to ascertain the reasonableness of an employers
refusal to accommodate handicapped individual Accommodation
is not reasonable if it either imposes undue financial and
administrative burdens on grantee Southeastern Community
College Davis supra at 412 99 Ct at 2370 or requires

fundamental alteration in the nature of program at

410 45 C.F.R 84.12c 1985 listing factors to con
sider in determining whether accommodation would cause undue
hardship
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As.noted above the Harkin-Humphrey amendment includes
within it the otherwise qualified standard We must determine
whether reasonable accommodation requirement is implicit in

Harkin-Hurnphreys special section 504 formulation just as HHS
and the Supreme Court found such requirement to be implicit in

section 504 prior to this amendment More specifically was
Harkin-Humphrey intended to require reasonable accommodation of

contagious individual who absent such accommodation poses
direct threat to the health or safety of other individuals or

is unable to perform the duties of the job The
amendments legislative history convinces us that Congress
intended that consideration of reasonable accommodation should
be factored into an employers determination of whether an
infected employee poses direct threat or can perform the job

The legislative history of the Harkin-Humphrey amendment
indicates that Congress was quite aware that administrative and
judicial interpretation had added the reasonable accommodation
gloss to section 504 and Congress understood and intended that
such gloss would be put on Harkin-Humphrey The first evidence
of this is found in the colloquy between Senators Harkin and
Humphrey upon the introduction of the amendment The colloquy
stressed that the amendment does nothing to change the current
laws regarding reasonable accommodation as it applies to
individuals with handicaps 134 Cong Rec S257 daily ed Jan
28 1988 More expansively Senator Harkin subsequently stated
that

the amendment does nothing to change the requirements
in the regulations regarding providing reasonable
accommodations for persons with handicaps as such
provisions apply to persons with contagious diseases
and infections Thus if reasonable accommodation
would eliminate the existence of direct threat to
the health or safety of others or eliminate the
inability of an individual with contagious disease or
infection to perform the essential duties of job the
individual is qualified to remain in his or her
position

134 Cong Rec S1740 daily ed Mar 1988

Senator Harkins statement cannot be given dispositive
weight because it was not joined by his co-sponsor Senator
Humphrey and it was not made before the Senate voted on the
amendment However Senator Humphrey never directly challenged
this statement or said that reasonable accommodation was not
intended and unchallenged statements to the same effect were
made by members of the House speaking in favor of and against the
amendment prior to the House vote on the amendment and by members
of the Senate speaking in favor of and against the amendment
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prior to the vote to override the Presidents veto of the Civil
Rights Restoration Act

Prior to the House vote for example Representative Weiss
remarked that

the Senate amendment now restates in statutory
terms with contagious diseases or
infections are also not otherwise qualified if
without reasonable accommodation they would pose
direct threat to the health or safety of others or
could not perform the essential functions of job

at H573 Representative Waxman said the same thing

the Court went on to say Ar.ine that if
with contagious diseases pose significant risk of
transmitting their diseases in the workplace and if
that risk cannot be eliminated by reasonable accommoda
tion then they cannot be considered to be otherwise
qualified for the job The amendment added by the
Senate to this bill places that standard in law

at H575 emphasis added Many other Representatives
supporting the amendment agreed.26 Opposing the amendment
Representative Danneiueyer stated that this bill is passed
as presently written employers will be required to accommodate

26 E.g 134 Cong Rec E501 daily ed Mar 1988
statement of Rep Miller new language added by the
Senate changes nothing with respect to current law and is not
intended to displace the reasonable accommodations
requirement under section 504 134 Cong Rec H584 dailyed
Mar 1988 statement of Rep Edwards The colloquy in the
Senate between the two cosponsors of the amendment clarifies that
it is the intent of Congress that the amendment result in no
change in the substantive law with regard to assessing whether
persons with this kind of handicapping condition are otherwise
qualified for the job in question or whether employers must
provide reasonable accommodations for such individuals
at H561 statement of Rep Coehlo with conta
gious diseases and infections are not otherwise qualified -- and
thus are not protected in particular position -- if without
reasonable accommodation they would pose direct threat to the
health or safety of others or cannot perform the duties of thejob at E487 statement of Rep Hoyer not otherwise
qualified if risk of communicating contagious disease cannot be
eliminated by reasonable accommodation at H571 statement
of Rep Jef fords same at H574 statement of Rep Owens
same
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victims of this fatal disease despite .potential health threats to
other employees at H580

Prior to the Senate vote to override the Presidents veto of
the Civil Rights Restoration Act Senator Harkin reiterated his
intent and understanding that reasonable accommodation was
required

say to this body this bill does not repeat does not
require an employer to hire or retain in employment all

persons with contagious diseases An employer is free
to refuse to hire or fire any employee who poses
direct threat to the health or safety of others who
cannot perform the essential functions of the job if no
reasonable accommodation can remove the threat to the
safety of others or enable the person to perform the
essential functions of the lob This determination
must be made on an individualized basis and be based on
facts and sound medical judgment

134 Cong Rec S2435 daily ed Mar 17 1988 emphasis
added Moreover inarguing that the Presidents veto should be
sustained number of Senators stated their understanding that
Harkin-Humphrey would require reasonable accommodation Senator
Hatch included in his list of objectionable features of the Civil
Rights Restoration Act the requirement to attempt to accommodate
persons with infectious diseases such as tuberculosis and AIDS

at S2403 Senator Symms made the same point arguing that
equality-of-result rather than equality-of-opportunity

standards the Civil Rights Restoration Act can lead to
the need to attempt to accommodate infectious persons

at 32410

Moreover in.addition to this direct evidence of congres
sional intent concerning the HarkinHumphrey amendment we also
find illuminating the evidence that the 1978 drug and alcohol
abuse amendment on which Harkin-Humphrey is modeled27 was
intended to require reasonable accommodation During the Senate
debate on Harkin-Humphrey Senator Cranston observed that the
drug and alcohol abuse amendment

did not result in any basic change in the process under
section 504 by which it is determined whether the indi
vidual claiming unlawful discrimination is handicapped
and whether that individual is otherwise qualified
taking into account as in the case of all other
handicapped persons any reasonable accommodations

27 See sponsors colloquy 134 Cong Rec S25657 daily ed
Jan 28 1988
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that should be made to enable him or her to perform the
lob satisfactorily

134 Cong Rec S724 daily ed Feb 1988 emphasis added

The legislative history of the drug and alcohol abuse
amendment supports Senator Cranstons assertion that reasonable
accommodation was required under that amendment That legisla
tive history is clear that the amendment was designed to codify
the existing otherwise qualified standard as interpreted by
the Attorney General and the Secretary of HEW which included the
reasonable accommodation requirement.28 In explaining the

amendment one of its sponsors specifically cited the reasonable
accommodation requirement

Regulations implementing sections 503 and 504 already
address concerns of employers and others seeking
the amendment They make clear that the protections
of sections 503 and 504 only apply to otherwise

qualified individuals That means that distinc
tion on the basis of qualification is perfectly justi
fiable Regulations implementing section 503 define
qualified handicapped individual as handicapped
person who is capable of performing particular job
with reasonable accommodation to his or her handicap.29

28 Op Atty Gen No 12 at 1977 section 504 does
not require unrealistic accommodations for drug addicts or
alcoholics 42 Fed Reg 22676 22678 May 1977 promul
gating otherwise qualified definition which is identical to
current definition and thus includes reasonable accommodation

29 124 Cong Rec 30324 1978 statement of Sen Hathaway
emphasis added The sponsors of the amendment believed that it

simply explicit what prior interpret of the act
-- including those of the Attorney General and the Secretary of

Health Education and Welfare -- have found at
37510 statement of Sen Williams They did not believe that
change in law was necessary but they were willing to provide
clarification in order to reassure employers that it is not the
intent of Congress to require any employer to hire person who
is not qualified for the position or who cannot perform
competently in his or her job at 30323 The amendment
used an otherwise qualified formulation to clarify how

existing law applied to drug and alcohol abusers As explained
by Senator Williams while the legislative history of the 1973

act as authoritatively interpreted by the Attorney General made
clear that qualified individuals with conditions or histories of

alcoholism or drug addiction were protected from discrimination

by covered employers this amendment codifies that intent

25
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Our final reason for believing that Congress intended the
Harkin-Humphrey amendment to preserve the reasonable accommo
dation requirement of existing law is that contrary conclusion
would entail overruling specific holding of Arline After
holding that the plaintiff in Arline was handicapped indivi
dual the Supreme Court remanded the case to the district court
for the otherwise qualified determination which the Court said
should include evaluat in light of series of medical
findings whether the employer could reasonably accommodate the
employee under the established standards for that inquiry 107

Ct at 1131.

Any reading of the Harkin-Humphreyainendment that precluded
reasonable accommodation would be inconsistent with that Arline
holding Applying Harkin-Humphrey without reasonable accominoda

29...continued
at 37509

Senator Williams reference to the Attorney General was to
an opinion Attorney General Bell provided to HEW Secretary
Califano a.month before HEWS promulgation on May 1977 of
its regulations implementing section 504 43 Op Atty Gen No
12 1977 While concluding that drug and alcohol abusers.were
handicapped individuals subject to the same protections under
section 504 as were all other handicapped individuals the
Attorney General stressed the applicability of the otherwise
qualified requirement

conclusion that alcoholics .and drug addicts are
handicapped individuals for purposes of section 504
does not mean that such person must be hired or
permitted to participate in federally assisted
program if the manifestations of his condition prevent
him from effectively performing the job in question or
from participating adequately in the program per
sons behavior manifestations of disability may also
be such that his employment or participation would be
unduly disruptive to others and section 504 presum
ably would not require unrealistic accommodations in
such situation

at emphasis added As Senator Williams noted 124 Cong
Rec 30324 1978 Secretary Califanos statement accompanying
issuance of the regulations agreed with the Attorney Generals
interpretation and his emphasis on the otherwise qualified
requirement 42 Fed Reg 22676 22686 May 1977 The
regulations issued by Secretary Califano included the otherwise
qualified regulation requiring reasonable accommodation at

22678
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tion to an individual like the plaintiff in Arline would probably
result in finding that the individual is direct threat to the
health and safety of her students without any meaningful
consideration of non-burdensome ways to alleviate the danger
Thus under that reading an individual with tuberculosis or an
HIV-infected individual would receive less individualized

scrutiny under the amendment than under Arline However it is

clear that Congress did not intend to overrule Arline Indeed
supporters of Harkin-Humphrey repeatedly and unequivocally spoke
of codifying Arline and acting consistently with Arline
including specifically Arlines approach to otherwise qualified
and reasonable accommodation.3 Only single statement by
Senator Humphrey is arguably somewhat to the contrary and even
this remark does not undermine our conclusion or the

overwhelming evidence of legislative intent on which it is
based.31 Senator Humphrey merely stated that the amendment must
result in some change or it would have been pointless
However codifying Supreme Court holding ina manner designed
to reassure those infected with contagious disease of the laws
protection and employers of the laws limits has point

For the foregoing reasons we conclude that implicit in

Harkin-Huinphreys statement of the otherwise qualified
standard for the contagious disease context is reasonable
accommodation requirement.32 Accordingly before determining
that an HIV-infected employee is not an individual with

30 E.g 134 Cong Rec S2435 daily ed Mar 17 1988
statement of Sen Harkin 134 Cong Rec S1739 daily...ed Mar

1988 statement of Sen Harkin concurred in by Sen Kennedy
and Sen Weicker 134 Cong Rec S725 daily ed Feb 1988
statement of Sen Cranston 134 Cong Rec H56061 daily ed
Mar 1988 statement of Rep Coelho at H567 statement
of Rep Hawkins at H571 statement of Rep Jef fords
at H574 statement of Rep Owens at H575 statement of Rep
Waxman at H584 statement of Rep Edwards

31 134 Cong Rec S970 daily ed Feb 18 1988 statement
of Sen Humphrey If the Humphrey-Harkin amendment had not
resulted in some substantive change in the law it would have
been pointless exercise amendment was not
intended merely to codify the status quo in this area The

language of these measures is quite clear and post facto

interpretations should not be construed to alter their actual
intent or effect.

32 The American Law Division of the Library of Congress
Congressional Research Service has reached the same conclusion
CRS Report for Congress Legal Implications of the Contagious
Disease or Infections Amendment to the Civil Rights Restoration

Act 557 1823 March 14 1988
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handicaps an employer must first consider whether consistent
with the employers existing personnel policies for the job in

question reasonable accommodation would eliminate the health
or safety threat or enable the employee to perform the duties of
the job

Arlines discussion of the HHS regulations reasonable
accommodation requirement presents useful point of reference
for considering what reasonable accommodation should be
provided for HIV-infected individuals in the employment context
As noted by the Court the HHS regulations provide that

have an affirmative obligation to make reasonable
accommodation for handicapped employee Although they are not
required to find another job for an employee who is not qualified
for the jobheor she was doing they cannot deny an employee
alternative employment opportunities reasonably available under
the employers existing policies 107 Ct at 1131 n.19
However where reasonable accommodation does not overcome the
effects of persons handicap or where reasonable accommodation
causes undue hardship to the employer failure to hire or promote
the handicapped person will not be considered discrimination
45 C.F.R Part 84 App A.p 350 1987

While reasonable accommodation is part of the individualized
factual inquiry and therefore difficult to discuss in the
abstract it clearly does not require allowing an HIV-infected
individual to continue in position where the infection poses
threat to others This would appear to be the case with infected
health care workers who are involved in invasive surgical proce
dures and itmay also be the case with respect to other infected
health care workers or individuals employed in jobs that entail

responsibility for the safety of others Limited accommodations
might be required if alternative employment is reasonably avail-
able under the employers existing policies For example
surgeon in teaching hospital might be restricted to teaching or
other medical duties that do not involve participation in

invasive surgical procedures or policeman might be reassigned
to duties that do not involve significant risk of physical
injury that would involve bloodshed In contrast given the

evolving and uncertain state of knowledge concerning the effects
of the AIDS virus on the central nervous system it may not be

possible at least if the disease has sufficiently progressed to

make reasonable accommodation for positions such as bus driver
airline pilot or air traffic controller that may allow very
little flexibility in possible job assignment and where the risk
of injury is great if the employer guesses wrongly and the
infected person is not able to perform the duties of the job
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Conclusion

We have concluded with respect to the non-employment
context that section 504 protects symptomatic and asymptomatic
HIV-infected individuals against discrimination in any covered
program or activity on the basis of any actual past or perceived
effect of HIV infection that substantially limits any major life
activity -- so long as the HIV-infected individual is otherwise
qualified to participate in the program or activity as deter
mined under the otherwise qualified standard set forth in

Arithe We have further concluded that section 504 applies in

substance in the same way in the employment context since the

statutory qualification set forth in the Civil Rights Restoration
Act merely incorporates the Arline otherwise qualified standard
for those individuals who are handicapped under the general
provisions of section 504 by reason of currently contagious
disease or infection The result is the same subject to an
employer making reasonable accommodation within the terms of his
existing personnel policies the symptomatic or asymptomatic
HIV-infected individual is protected against discrimination if he
or she is able to perform the duties of the job and does not
constitute direct threat to the health or safety of others

TT
Acting As stant Attorney General

Off ice of Legal Counsel

Attachment
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH HUMAN SERVICES Public Health Service

Ju lv 29 1988
The Surgeon General of the

Public Health Service

Washington DC 20201

Douglas Kmiec Esq
Acting Assistant Attorney General

dffice of Legal Counsel

Department of Justice

Washington D.C

Dear Mr Kmiec

was pleased to be able to convey to you at our meeting of

July 20 1988 our medical and public health concerns regarding

discrimination and the current HIV epidemic These concerns

will be greatly affected by the extent to which HIV infected

individuals understand themselves to be protected from dis
crimination on account of their infection

Protection of persons with HIV infection from discrimination

is art extremely critical public health necessity because of

our limited tools in the fight against AIDS At this time we

have no vaccine to protect against HIV infection and only one

treatment which appears to extend the lives of some persons

with AIDS but does not cure the disease Consequently the

primary public health strategy is prevention of HIV trans
mission

This strategy requires extensive counseling and testing for

HIV infection If counseling and testing are to work most

effectively individuals must have confidence that they will

be protected fully from HIV related discrimination

During our meeting you and members of your staff raised

number of perceptive questions concerning the nature of HIV

infection including the pathogenesis of the virus and its

modes of transmission Your interest in the.scientific

aspects of HIV infection is welcome since it is our belief

that any legal opinion regarding HIV infection should

accurately reflect scientific reality As sought to

emphasize during our meeting much has been learned about

HIV infection that makes it inappropriate to think of it as

composed of discrete conditions such as ARC or full blown

AIDS HIV infection is the starting point of single

disease which progresses through variable range of stages

In addition to an acute flulike illness early stages of the

disease may involve subclinical manifestations i.e impair
ments and no visible signs of illness The overwhelming



Page Douglas Kamiec Esq

majority of infected persons exhibit detectable abnormalities
of the immune system Almost all HIV infected persons will
go on to develop more serious manifestations of the disease
and our present knowledge suggests that all will die of HIV
infection barring premature death from other causes

Accordingly from purely scientific perspective persons
with HIV infection are clearly impaired They are not

comparable to an immune carrier of contagious disease such
as Hepatitis Like person in the early stages of cancer
they may appear outwardly healthy but are in fact seriously
ill Regrettably given the absence of any curative therapy
for AIDS person with cancer currently has much better
chance of survival than an HIV infected individual

Please do not hesitate to contact me if can be of any
further assistance to you in this matter

Sincerely

Everett Koop M.D
Surgeon General



EXHIBIT

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

___________________District of __________________

In the Matter of the Application of the

United States of America for an Order

Pursuant to 18 U.S.C 2703d Directing

Provider of Electronic Communications

Services to Disclose all Transactional

Data and/or Toll Record Information not

including the contents of any communications

Related to Telephone Numbers ____________

Subscribed to Leased by Name and

Located at Address for the Period

Enter Time Period

ORDER

This matter having come before the court pursuant to an

application under Title 18 United States Code Section 2703c

by ___________________ an attorney for the Government which

application requests an order under Title 18 United States Code

Section 2703d directing Provider of Services to

disclose all transactional data and/or toll record information

not including the contents of any communications related to

telephone numbers _____________ subscribed to leased by

Name and located at Address for the

period Enter Time Period the court finds that the

applicant has certified that the information sought is relevant

to legitimate law enforcement inquiry into possible violations

of List irincipal violation
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IT APPEARING that the information sought is relevant to

legitimate law enforcement inquiry and that disclosure to any

person of this investigation or this application and order

entered in connection therewith would seriously jeopardize the

investigation

IT IS ORDERED pursuant to Title 18 United States Code

Section 2703d that Provider of Services will forth

with turn over to agents of Investigative Aaencv all

transactional data and/or toll record information not including

the contents of any communication related to telephone number

Number subscribed to leased by Name and

located at Address for the period Enter Time

Period

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this application and order is

sealed until otherwise ordered by the court and that Pro

vider of Services shall not disclose the existence of this

application and/or order of the court or the existence of the

investigation to the listed subscriber or lessee or to any other

person unless and until authorized to do so by the court

DATED______________ ___________________________________
United States Magistrate



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

___________________District of __________________

In the Matter of the Application of the

United States of America for an Order

Pursuant to 18 U.S.C 2703d Directing

Provider of Electronic Communications

Services to Disclose all Transactional

Data and/or Toll Record Information not

including the contents of any communications

Related to Telephone Numbers ____________

Subscribed to Leased by Name and

Located at Address for the Period

Enter Time Period

APPLICATION

____________________________ an attorney of the United

States Department of Justice an Assistant United States

Attorney hereby applies to the court for an order pursuant to

18 U.S.C 2703d directing Name of Provider of Services

to disclose all transactional data and/or toll record information

not including the contents of any communications related to

telephone numbers __________________ subscribed to by

Name and located at premises Identify location

for the period Enter time period In support of this

application state the following



Applicant is an attorney for the government as defined in

Rule 54c of theFederal Rules of Criminal Procedure and

therefore pursuant to Section 2703c of Title 18 United States

Code may apply for an order as requested herein

Applicant certifies that Name investigative agency

is conducting criminal investigation in connection with

possible violations of List Drincipal violations that

it is believed that the subjects of the investigation are using

telephone numbers _______________ listed in the name of

leased to Name and located at Location

in furtherance of the subject offenses and that the information

sought to be obtained is relevant to legitimate law enforcement

inquiry in that it is believed that this information will assist

in the investigation relating to the aforementioned offenses

Wherefore the applicant requests that the court issue an

order pursuant to 18 U.S.C 2703d directing Name of

Provider to provide the requested data and other information

relating to the subscriber or lessee to telephone numbers

________________ located at Location for the period

Enter Time Period forthwith

The applicant further requests that this application and

order be sealed by the court until such time as the court directs

otherwise since disclosure at this time would seriously jeopar

dize the investigation
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declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is

true and correct

Executed on 19

Applicant Signature

Title
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Appellant

-against-

10 EXD HAIAD a/k/a EDDIE HAtAD
and TAISEER MA4kD

11

DefendantsAppelleeS
12 eeeenaeo en eec eeeeenn eeneeX

14 Before KAUFMAN CARDAZIONE and PIZRCE Circuit

16

18 The opiniarz filed.May 12 1988 at 846 F.2d 854 is

17 revised as follow.

ia Appeal from an order of the United States District

19 Court for the Eastern District of New York Glaaser .7

20 suppressing recordings and videotapes of conversations between

21 the appellant Taisar Mainmad and an informant Wallace

22 Goldstein as obtained in contravention of Rule DR 7.104A1

23 of the American Bar Meociation Code of Profeseioal

24 Responsibility

25 Reversed
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KAUFMAN Circuit .Judae

On November 30 .1985 the Rammed Department Store in

Brooklyn New Yor1 caught fire under circumstances suggesting

arson The Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco arid Firearia was

assigned to investigate in conjunction with the United States

Attorney for theEa.tern District of New York

During thi cQursa of his investigation an Assistant

United States Attorney AUSA discovered that the stores

owners TaiÆeer and Eid.Rammad had been audited by the 1ew

York Stat Department of Social Service for Medicaid fraud.

10
The audit revealed that the Rammad brothers had bilked

11

Medicaid out of $400000 they claimed reimbursement for

12

special orthopedic footwear but supplied customers with

13
ordinary non-therapeutic shoe. Consequently the Department

14
revoked the Rammada eligibility for Mediclid reimbursement

15
and demanded return of the 8400000 overpayi.nt The Iaujada

18

challenged the Departments determination and submitted

17
invoices purporting to document their sales of orthopedic

18
shoe. The invoice were rec.tv.d from Wallace Goldstein of

19

the Crystal Shoe Company supplier to the Hammade store

20
On September 22 1986 however Goldstein informed

21
the AUSA that he had provided the Rammed with fals invoices

22
Government investigators therefore suspected th fire had

23
been intended to destroy actual sale records thereby

24
concealing the fraudulent Medicaid claims Goldstein agreed

25

26
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coopratewith the governments investigation Accord-

tng.y the proaecl3tor directed Goldst.th to arrange and record

meeting with the Rammads

Some three weeks later on October .9 Goldstein

telephoned the Hatumads Ha spoke briefly with Etd who

referred hi to Taiseer Goldstein falsely told Taiseer he

had been subpoenaed to appear before the grand jury

investigating the Hamuada Medicaid fraud 4e added that the

grand jury had requested records of Crystals sales to the

10 Haad Department Store to compare them with the invoiceal the

11
Hammade had eubinitted Taiseer did not deny defrauding

12 Medicaid but instead urged Goldstein to conceal the fraud by

13 lying to the grand jury and by refusing to produce Crystals

14 true sales records He also questioned Goldstein regarding

15 the contentÆ of his subpoena which did not actually exist

16 Goldstein responded that he did not have the subpoena in his

17 poeseaston agreed to inquire further One hour later

18 presumably after speaking with the AUSA Goldstein telephoned

19 Taiseer again and described the fictitious subpoena

20
Golda tam and Haimnad saw each other five days later

21 Tha meeting was recorded and videotaped Goldstein showed

22 Hsad sham subpoena supplied by the prosecutor The sub.

23 poena instructed Goldstein to appear before the grand jury and

24 to provide any records reflecting shoe sales from Crystal to

25 the Hammad Department Store Haumad apparently accepted the

26
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subpoena as genuine because he spent much of the remainder of

the meeting devising etracegies for Goldstein to avoid

compliance The two held no further meetings

On April 15 1987 after considering the recordings

videotape and ocher evidence the grand jury returned

forty-five count indictment against the Haminad brothers

including thirty-sight counts of mail fraud for filing false

Medicaid invoices ELd was also indicted for arson and for

fraudulently attempting to collect fire insurance Taiseer

10 faced the additional charge of obstructing justice for

ii attempting to influence Goldsteins grand jury testimony The

12 case was assigned to Judge Glasser of the Eastern Dtstrict of

13 New York

14 Before trial Taiseer Hammad moved to suppress the

18 recordings and videotapes alleging th prosecutor had

16 violated DR 7-104A1 of the AmericanBar Associations Cod

17 of Professional Responsibility The rule prohibits lawyer

18 from communicating with party he know to be represented

19 by counsel regarding the subject matter of that representa

20 tton In short Taiseer alleged that the prosecutor --

21 through his alter ego Goldstein -- had violated ethical

22 obligtion8 by counicating directly with him after learning

23 that.hs had retained counsel

24 hearing was convened on September 17 1987 to

25 consider the suppression motion and apacifically to

28
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ascertain whether the prbescutor knewatthe time that

Taie.erhad counsel In support of his motion liammad

submitted affidavits from his attorney Richard Greenberg and

his prior counsel George Weinbaum Weinbat also testified

at the hearing

In essence Weinbaum testified that from August

1983to June 1987 he represented Tais..r Hammad in all

aspects of his Medicaid dispute Specifically W.thbauui

recounted telephoning the AUSA in July 1986and informing him

10 that he represented TLseer Haad and the Hammd department

11 store did not comply with request for written

12 confittonof his relationship with Taiseer but didnot

13
suggest any change in his status aaMammadsattorney

The government vigorously disputed Mathmads asser

tion that the prosecutor had violated ethical standards by

16
authorizing Goldstein to approach the defendant It argued

17 that DR 7-104A1 was irrelevant to criminal investIgations

18 Alternatively it claimed the rule did not apply to inv.sttga.

tiona priorto the co.nceaent of adversarial proceedings

20 against dfendt In addition the government dÆnied that

21 at the time he directed Goldstein to apprOach Taiseer the

22 proeecitor knee Tatseer was representid by counsel The

23
government argued that the AUSA reasonably believed Weinbauin

24
ceasedrepreseuting Taisseron Septeiber 13 1986 Thus

28
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the arga1neproceeda.Taiaeer hadno attorn.y.wtenhe net

with Go.detein The government however failed topreŁenc

any evidence to support its fagtu contentions or to rebut

Weinbaums assertion that he continued to represent Taiseer

It rested on its legal contention thaeDR 7-104A1 did not

apply.

In an order date4 S.pt.eber 21 i.987.JQdge Glasser

granted Tai8e.rsmotion to suppress the recordings and video-

tapes 678 Supp 397 E.D.N.Y 1987 Thegovernment he

10 found was c.early aware by at leastas early as September

11 91986 that TatseerJ had retained counsel in connection

12 with this case 678 Supp at 399 He also determined

that Goldstein was the prosecutors alter ego during his

14 discussions with Mammad Accordingly1 the court held that the

18
prosecutor had violated DR7-104A1.and auppreaa.d the

16
recordings and videotapes secured as result..of the

17 violation

18 The government moved for reconsideration on

19
September 28 1987 and.belatedly proffered the AUSAS

20 affidlvit responding to Taise.ra factual assertions The

21 district court denied reconsideration without considering the

22 affidavit This appeal ensued puauant to 18 U.S.C 3731.

23 The governnent challenges Judge Glasser

24 application of this ethical precept in suppTeesfngthe

25 recordings and videotapes of Taise.r Hainmads conversations

26 with Wallace Goldstein The government repeats the arguments

AO72
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it presented at the suppression hearing Specifically it

argues that the Assistant United States Attorney could not

have violated DR 7-104A1 because thi proviaion is

inapplicabl to criminal thvestigationa under any

circumstances or alternatively that DR 7-104A1 beomes

operativ only after sixth amendment rights have attachàd

The government also contests the district courts finding that

the prosecutor kneW Weinbaum represented aad when he

dispatched Goldstein and that Goldstein was his alter egä
10 Finally the government urges that suppression is not

11 available to remedy an ethical violation

12 We decithe to hold as the government suggests
13 either that DR 7-104A1 is limited in application to civil

14
disputes or that it is cOextensiv with th sixth amendment

15 Nor has the government provided an adequate basis for

18
reversing the able district judg.s determination after the

17
suppression hearing that the prosecutor knew Haad had legal

18
representation or that Goldstein was his alter ego We are

19 mindful however that suppression of evidence is an extreme

20 remedy that way impede legitimat investigatory activities

21 Accordingly we find in this case that suppression of the

22
recordings and videotapes constituted an abuse of the district

23 courts discretion

24 Rule DR 7-104A1 of the American Bar

25 Associations Model Code of Professional Responsibility

26
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govŁrnsrelations between attorneys and adverse parties they

know are represented by counsel It provides

During the course of his representation of

cLient lawyer shall not

Communicate or cause another to cOmmunicate

on the subject of the representation with party
he knows to be represented by lawyer in that

matter unless he has the prior consent of the

lawyer representing such other party or is

authorized by law to do so

ModsI Code of Professional Responsibility DR 7-104A1

Accordingly lawyers are constrained to communicate indirectly

10
with adverse parties through opposing counsel

11 This restriction is not statutorily mandated The

12
federal courts enforce professional responsibility standards

13
pursuant to their general supervisory authority over members

14
of the bar InRe Snyder 472 U.S 634 645.n.6 1985 In

15 addition the Eastern District of New York where this action

16
arose has adopted the Code of Profeasional Responsibility

17
through LocAl Rule of iti General Rules

18
This circuit conclusively established the

19
applicabiLity of DR 7-104A1 to criminal prosecutions in

20 United States JamLl 707 .2d 638 2dCir 1983 In

21
Jamil we held that DR 7-104A1 may be found to apply in

22 criminal caiss .. to government attorneys .. and to

23
non-attorney government law enforcement officer when they act

24
as the aLtar ego of government prosecutors 707 T.2d at 645

25
citations omitted Even thosecourts restricting the rules

26
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ambit hive auggeeted that in appropriat circumstances DR

7-104A would apply to criminal prosecutions See

United States Kenny 645 F.2d 1323 1339 9th Cix cert

denied 452 U.S 920 1981 United States Lemonakia 485

.F.2d 941 95456 D.C Cix 1973 cert d.nied 415 U.S 989

1984 United Stat. Maeaiah 307 F.2d 62 6566 2d Cix

1962 revd on oth.r 377 U.S .201 1964 Thus the

governments contention that DR 7-104A1 is inapplicable

to criminal investigations is mistaken

10 Th applicability of DR 7-104A1 to the inv.sti
11

gatory stag. of criminal prosecution presents closer

12
question Th government asserts the rul is coextensive with

13
the sixth amendment end hence that it remains inoperative

14
until the onset of adversarial proceedings The appellee

15
responds that several courts have enforced DR 7-104A1

16
prior to attachment of sixth amendment protections We find

17
no principled basis in the rule to constrain its reach as the

18
government proposes indeed even recent district court

19
decision nin to app.yDR 7-104A1 to the

20
Lztvestigatory stages of prosecution conceded Those courts

21
that hav found DR 7-104A1 inapplicable to the

22
investigatory stage of crtminal prosecution have not clearly

23
stated the bases for those decisions United States v.

24
Guerrerto 675 Supp 1430 1436 S.D.N.Y 1987

25
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NonetheL.ss we urge restraint thapplyiæg t1e rule to

criminal thveàtigat ions to avoid handcuffing law enforcement

officers in their efforts to develop evidence

The government relies substantially on dicta from

United St tee Vasques 675 P.2d 16 17 Zd Cir 1982p
curiam where we suggested tha DR71O4A1e

applIcability to acriminal investigation is doubtful More

recintly how.vSr in Jamil we obsarvid that the question

remained open whether DR 7-104A1 would have been violated

10 in thia conteXt... Q7 P.2d at 646.0 And we have intimated

11 that similar practices such aapr._arraignment intÆrvisws

12 Outside the presónceof defense counsel ay contravene DR

13 although they paes constitutional muster United

14 States Fol6y 735F.2d 45 48 2d Ctr 1984 cart denied

15 469 U.S 1161 1985
18 In addition contrary to the governments aeser

17 tions at least two district courts in this circuit have

iS concluded that the rul applies irrespective of the sixth

19 amendment In United Statesv Sa Goody Inc. 506 Supp

20 380 39394 E.D.N.Y 1981 the àourt thitially rejected

21 defendants sixth amendment claIms but in subsequent

22 proce.dths United Stately Sam Goody Inc 518 Supp

23 12231224-25 n.3 LD.N.T 1981 appeal dieieaad 675 F.2d

24 17 2d Cir 1982 found It unethical for th government to

25 wire an informant and send him to one of the defendants

26
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officeetn an attempt to elicit incriminating statements after

that defendants attorney had presented himse.f to the

prosecutor and told him to deal with his client only through

him the attorney emphasis in original Thus the trial

judge expressly extended the rul beyond the confine of the

sixth amendment

Thereafter in the lover court Jamil decision

Judge Weinstein of the Eastern District of New York

exhaustively considered the governments contention that DR

10 7-104A1 is coextensive with the sixth amendment He noted

that several courts have hinted at this unity and treated

12 the Disciplinary Rule as littl more than an appendage to the

13
constitutional provision without independent Import in this

14
context United States v..Jamil 546 Supp 646 655-58

15 LD.N.Y 1982 revd on other 707 .F.2d 638 2d Cir

16 1983 See Kenny 645 F.2d at 1339 Lamonakis 485

17
F.2d at 954-56 Such treatment however makes the rtile

18
superfluous and neither apparent nor compelling 546

19
Supp at 657 The sixth amendment and the disciplinary rule

20 serve separate albeit congruent purposes

21 The Constitution defines only the minimal hetoric

22
safeguards which defendants must receive rather than the

23 outer bounds of those we may afford them ttcNabb United

24 States 318 U.S 332 340 1943 In other words the

25 Constitution prescribes floor below which protections may

26
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not falt. rathr.than Ceiling beyond which they may not

rise The Model Cod of Profes5ional Responsibility on the

other.hand encompasses the attorneys duty to maintain the

highest standards of ethics conduct Preambi Model COde

.ofProfesetonal R.iponsibtlLty.1981 The Code is designed

to safeguard the integrity of the profession and preserve

pub.tc confidencain our systemof justice It not only

delineates an attOrneys duties to th court but defines his

relationship with his client and adverse parties Hence the

10
Code secures protections not cont.mplat.d by the

11H
ConatitutiOfl

12
MoreOver we resist binding the Codss

.13 applicabilityto the moment of indictment Th.timing of an

14
indiceinnta return lies substantially within the control of

15
the prosecutor Therefore were we to construe the rule aÆ

18
dependent upon indictment government attorney could

17
manipulate grand jury proceedings to avoid its .ncumbrances

18 The government contends that broad reading of DR

19 7104A1 woul.dimpede legitimate investigatory practices

20
particular the governmnt fears career criminals with

21
permanent house counsel could immuniz themselves from

22
Lnftltration by informants See United States Fitterer

23 71O F.2d 1328 1333 SthCiz.cŁrt denie4 464 U.S 852

24 1983Vaguez 675 P.2d at 17 67SF Supp at

25 1436 We share this concern aiidwouldnot interpret the

28
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disciplinary rule as precluding underÆover investigations

Our task accordingly is imposing adequate safeguards without

crippling law enforcement

The principal question presented to us herein La

to what extent does DR 7-104A1 restrict the use of

informants by government prosecutors prior to indictment but

after suspect ha r.tained counsel in connection with the

subject matter of criminal investigation In attempt to

avoid hampering legitimate criminal investigations by

10 government prosecutors Judge Glaseer resolved this dilemma by

ii limiting th rules applicability to ibecancee in which

12 suspect has retained counsel specifically for representation

13 in conjunction with the criminal matter in which he is held

14 suspect and the government has Irnowladge of that fact

Hammad 678 Supp at401 Thus he reasoned th rule

16 exempts the vast majority of cases wher suspects are imaware

17 they ar being investigated

18 iile it may be true that this limitation will not

19 unduLy hamper the governments ability to conduct effictive

20 criminal investigationi in majority of instances we

21 nevertheless believe that it is unduly restrictive in that

22 small but persistent number of cases where career criminal

23 has retained house counsel to represent him Lu connection

24 with an ongoing fraud or criminal enterprisi This Court has

25 recognized that prosecutors have responatbility to perform

26
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irweettgativ as well as courtroom-related duties in criminal

matters see Barbera Smith 836 F.2d 96 99 2d Cir

1987 As we see it under DR 7-104A1 prosecutor is

authorized by law to employ legitthate thvestigative

techniques in conducting or supervising criminal

investigations and the use of informants to gather evidence

against auspect will frequently fall within the ambit of

such authorization

Notwithstanding this holding howev.r we recognize

10
that in some instances government prosecutor may ovestep the

11

already broad pow.ra of his office and in so doing violate

12
the ethical precepts of DR 7-104A1 In the present case

O13 for example certainly the prosecutors use of counterfeit

14

grand jury subpoena bearing the purported seal of the

15
district court and the fals signature of the Clerk was an

16

impropar and illegitimate stratagem We will not

17
countenance such misuse of the name and power of the court

18
The employment of specious and contrived subpoena is the

19

sort of egregious misconduct that even b.for 6th amendment

20
prot.ction attach violates DR7-104A1 Such artfully

21
contrived lawyers devices shift the relationship between

22
prosecutor and informant The informant becomes the

23
prosecutors alter ego and engages in counication proscribed

24
by DR 7-104A1 Se t4assiah 307 F.2d 62 66 2d Cir

1962 revd on other 377 U.S 201 1964
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Th.r.foie we agree with Judge Glasssr that the prosecution

violated the disciplinary rule in this case

Notwithstanding requests for bright-line rule we

decline to list all possible situations that may violate DR

7-104al This delineation is best accomplished by

case-by-cu adjudication particularly when ethical standards

are involved As our holding above makes clear however the

use of informants by government prosecutors in pre

indtcta.nt noncustodial situation absent the typ of

10
egregious misconduct that occurred in this case vii

11
generally fall within the authorized by law exception to DR

12 7-104A1 and therefore will not be subject to sanctions

13
On appeal the government also claims that even if

14
there was violation of the disciplinary rule exclusion is

15
inappropriate to remedy an ethical breach We have not here

16
tof ore decided whether suppression is warranted for DR

17 7104A1 violation S. Jamil 707 F.2d at 646 We

now hold that in tight of the underlying purposes of the

19
Professional Responsibility Code and the exclusionary rule

20
suppression may be ordered in the district courts

21 discretion

22 The exclusionary rul mandates euppres.ion of

23
evidence garnered in contravention of defendants

24 constitutional rights and protections Mapp Ohio 367

25 U.S 6d.3 1961 Th rule is thus intended to deter iproper

26
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conductby law enfotcetnent officials United States Leon

468 U.S 897 1984 Stone Powell 428 U.S 465 1976

Terry Ohio 392 U.S 1968 Elkins United States 364

U.S 206 1960 preserve judicial integrity by insulating the

courts from tainted evidence United States Paynsi 447

U.S 727 1980 Elkins 364 U.S 206 Olmetead United

Status 277 U.s 438 469 1928 Holmes dissenting

and maintain popular trust in the integrity of the judicial

process United States Caandra 414 U.S 338 357 1974

10
Brennan dis..nting Anything short 0q axciuston the

11
Supreme Court reasoned would be worthless and futile in

12
securing the rules goals Map 361 U.S at 652

13
These sam needs arts outaid the context of

14
constitutional violations The principles governing the

16
admissibility of evidence in federal criminal trials have not

16
been restricted .. to those derived solely from the

17
Constitution McNabb United States 318 U.S at 341

18
Hence th exclusionary rule has application to governmental

19
misconduct which falls short of constitutional

20
transgression

21 Som statutes requir exclusion by their own terms

22
For example the government La precluded from introducing into

23
evidence any wire or oral communication intercepted contrary

24
to authorized procedures 18 U.S.C.t 2515 Other statutes

25
have been interpreted to permit exclusion when contravention

28
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of the statute thterferee with substantiaL right such as

prompt x.cution of warrant Coiimonwealth Cromer

365 Mass 519 313 N.Z.2d 557 1974 LaFave and Israel

Criminal Procedure 3.1 146 Indeed suppression may

even be ordered for violations of administrativ regulations

See United States Caceres 440 U.S 761 1979 In the

instant case we consider the exclusionaryru..s

applicability to yet another category of nonconstitutional

transgressions -- breaches of ethical precepts enforced

10 pursuant to the federal courts supervisory authority

11 For half Ø.iitury the Supreme Court has recognized

12 that civilized conduct of crinina1 trials demands federal

13 courts be imbued with sufficient discretion to ensure fair

14 proceedings Nardone United States 308 U.S 338 342

15 1939 Thus as Justic Frankfurter observed judicial

16 supervision of the adminietratfon of criiuinal justice in the

17 federal courts implies the duty of establishing and

18 inaintaicaing civilized standards of procedure and evidence

19 Mct4abb 318 u.s at 340 Such standards constitut an

20 exercise of the courts supervisory authority McNabb 318

21 U.S at 341

22 Specifically the Supreme Court has expressly

23 authorized federal courts to exercise their supervisory power

24 in some circumstances to exclude evidence taken from the

25 defendant by willful disobedience of law Payner 447 U.s
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735 quoting McNabb 31$ U.S at 345 emphasis in

original or when the deCendnt asserts violation of his

own rights Payner 447 U.S at 734-35 Other circuits have

expressly included suppression among the panoply of remedies

available to district judges for violations of DR 7-104A1
United States Killian 639 F.2d 206 5th Cir cert

deni.d 451U.S 1021 1981 United States Durham 475

P.2d 208 lthCLr 1973 ited Stat.sv Thomae 474 F.2d

110 10th Ctr. cert d.ni.d 412 U.S 932 1973
10

In Thomae the Tenth Circuit excluded defendants

11
written statement obtained by state law enforcement agent

12
without the knowledge or consent of defense cóunel

13
Speciftcally the court held that once acrimina3 defendant

14
has either retained an attorney or had an attorney appointed

for him by the court any statement obtained by interview fróni

16
such defendant may not be offered in evidence for any purpoe

17
unless th accuseds attorney was notified of the interview

18
Thomas 474 F.2d at 112 emphasis added Thus the

19
Tenth Circuit not only permitted but actually required

20
suppression of evidenàe volativ of the ethical Æanon

21
Shortly thereafter in Durham the Seventh Circuit

22
reached similar conclusion citing ethical questions

23
concerning statements taken in the absence of retained

24
counsel known to bÆ r.pz.s.nting the deE.ndaxt on this

25
criminal charge 475 F.2d at 211 Md more recently in
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KiLtian the Fifth Circuit opined that .sluppression of the

statements would probably have been the appropriat sanction

in this case were it not for the refusal of the government to

use thae statements 639 F.2d at 210

Moreover at least one district court in this

circuit has relied upon this Line of analysis expressing

willingness to exclude evidence garnered in contravention of

the Rule UnLted States Boward 426 Supp 1067

W.D.N.Y 1977 Thus after finding constitutional basis

10 to suppress the defendants statements the court

11
alternatively refused to allow this contested evidence to be

12
admitted at trial .. because the govenment failed to advise

defendants counsel of the continued interrogation and refused

14
to heed counsels directive that interrogation should not

15
proceed in his absence Roward 426 Supp at 1072

The government argues that other circuits have

17
refused to suppress evidence for disciplinary rule violations

See United States Sutton 801 P.2d 1346 D.C Cir

19 1986 United States Dobbs 711 F.2d 84 8thCtr 1983
20 Lsaouakia 485 F.2d 941 D.C Cir 1973 These cases

21 beveier are inapposite because th courts never resolved the

22 exclusion issue Rather they held DR 7-104A1 was not

23 violated and thus the remedy question never arose

24 Accordingly we reject the governments effort to

25
remove suppression from the arsenal of remidies available to

28
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district judges confront.d with ethical violations We have

confidenc that district courts will exercise their discretion

cautiously and with clear cognizanc that suppression imposes

barrier between the finder of fact and the discovery of

truth See Elking 364 U.S at 216 80 5.Ct at 1643-44

Judge Glasser apparently assumed as the Thomas

court implied that suppression is necessary consequence of

DR 7-104A1 violation Excluaiofl however is not

required in every case Here the government should not have

10
it case prejudiced by suppression of it evidence when the

11
lawwas previously unsettled in thLs.aru Therefore in

12 light of the prior uncertainty regarding the reach of DR

13
7-104A1 an exclusionary remedy is inappropriate in this

14
case

Accordingly we find the district court abused its

discretion in suppressing the recording and videotapes and

17
itä decision is reversedo

18
FOOTNOTE

19

20

21

22
It te unprofessional conduct for prosecutor to

23
secure the attendance of persona for interviews by use of any

24
communication which ha the appearanc or color of subpoena

25
or similar judicial process unless the prosecutor is

26
authorized to do so
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